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Letters to NA UG 

Can't Configure AppleWorks 3.0 

Dear Cathleen, 

I have an Apple lie with a 1-megabyte RamWorks 
memory expansion card, so I was pleased to see 
your article in the October 1989 issue that described 
how to get all of Apple Works 3.0 on one 5.25-inch 
disk. Unfortunately, my attempts were met with 
frustration. I could copy the files, but the disks 
would not run. What am I doing wrong? 

Roger DuClos 
Sleepy Hollow, Illinois 

[Ed: Roger, you' re not the only one having diffi
culty configuring your customized version of 
AppleWorks 3 .0 on 5.25-inch disks . Here are the 
typical problems: 

1. Since you have more than 256K of RAM, you 
probably configured your disk to match Figure 
2 on Page 5 of the October issue of the Apple
Works Forum. That figure omits the file 
SEG .ER from Side One of the disk, and Apple
Works will not load unless it finds SEG.ER on 
that side of the disk. Please add SEG.ER to 
your copy of Figure 2. 

2. AppleWorks 3.0 expects to find all its program 
and dictionary files on disks named !APPLE
WORKS. Remember to assign that name to all 
disks that contain AppleWorks program mod
ules or spelling dictionaries. Also, remember 
that you cannot name your data disks !APPLE
WORKS. 

3. While our suggested reorganization of the 
AppleWorks program files on 5.25-inch disks 
makes efficient use of disk space, it does not 
leave enough room for accessory programs like 
TimeOut and UltraMacros that install them
selves on the AppleWorks Startup Disk. (By the 
way, the original5.25-inch AppleWorks disks 
leave room for TimeOut, but not enough room 
for UltraMacros.) Once again, the way you 
configure your disks depends on the number of 
AppleWorks modules you use and whether you 
use only TimeOut or both TimeOut and Ultra
Macros. Proceed as follows: 

A. If you use only one or two AppleWorks mod
ules and TimeOut or UltraMacros, configure 
your disk as suggested in Figure 4A on page 6 
of the October 1989 issue of the AppleWorks 
Forum. 

B. lfyou use all three AppleWorks modules and 
TimeOut, but not UltraMacros, use copies of 
the original disks supplied by Claris. 

C. lfyou use all three AppleWorks modules, Time
Out, and UltraMacros, use copies of the origi
nal disks supplied by Claris but remove the file 
FASTCOPY from the Apple Works Startup Disk 
to make enough room for both TimeOut and 
UltraMacros. 

AppleWorks continues to sound more like a family 
dinner at a Chinese restaurant . . . two from Col-
umn A and one from Column B ... but that seems 
to be the price of all the flexibility built into the 
program and its enhancements.] 

Proportional Fonts and Full 
Justification Revisited 

Dear Ms. Merritt: 

Your response to Pastor Jones' letter in the October 
1989 issue of the Apple Works Forum indicates 
that one cannot use both a proportional font and 
full justification in Apple Works. Apparently I am 
doing something that is not possible . . . I routinely 
use both proportional fonts and full justification. 

Editor: Cathlssn Ms"itt 
Associats Editor: Warrsn Williams 
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You are correct that full justification is unaccept
able when used with settings of 10 cpi or 12 cpi, 
but that's exactly why I use P1 or P2 and full justi
fication when I want flush left and right margins. 

Prof. Bernard Katz 
Ramat Aviv, Israel 

[Ed: My thanks to the many NAUG members who 
wrote me about this matter. As you would expect, 
most of the letters were printed in fully justified, 
proportional fonts. 

It turns out that the ability to produce both pro
portional and fully justified output depends on the 
printer you use with AppleWorks. ImageWriter 
printers produce excellent results when you justify 
both the P 1 and P2 proportional fonts. If you have 
an ImageWriter, try these settings. The output is 
impressive. 

However, the results are less predictable with oth
er printers. For example, I could get neither pro-
portional type nor full justification on two old 
Epson printers. A Mannesmann Talley MT-85, an 
Epson-compatible printer, produced justified out
put at the 10, 12, and 17 cpi settings and attrac
tive proportional output with the P 1 and P2 fonts. 
However, the Mannesmann Talley could not pro
duce fully justified proportional output; it gave me 
left justified output instead. 

I printed from AppleWorks using Apple Computer's 
ImageWriter Emulator on NAUG's LaserWriter. As 
expected, the P 1 and P2 commands produced dif
ferent size proportionally spaced Times output. 
However, the LaserWriter put far too much space 
between words when producing fully justified out
put; the printout was unacceptable. 

I think a pattern emerges here. Since it is so easy 
to produce both proportional and justified output, 
I suggest you print some samples and determine 
how well your printer handles this font andformat 
combination.] 

The National Apple Works Users Group (NAUG) is an 
association that supports AppleWorks users. NAUG pro
vides technical support and information about Apple
Works and enhancements to that program. Our primary 
means of communicating with members is through the 
monthly newsletter entitled the Apple Works Forum. 

App{~Works News 

New Products from Applied 
Engineering and Beagle Bros 

Applied Engineering 

PC Transporter: Applied Engineering recently 
lowered the suggested list price of its PC Trans
porter from $679 to $499. The PC Transporter lets 
you run MS-DOS software on an Apple II+, lie, or 
lias, functions as a 768K RAM disk for Apple II 
applications, and provides more than 500K of addi
tional RAM for the Apple Works desktop. For more 
information, contact Applied Engineering, Box 
5100, Carrollton, Texas 75011; (214) 241-6060. 

Beagle Bros 

AW 3.0 Companion: Beagle's new AW 3.0 Com
panion installs and removes more than 40 patches to 
Apple Works 3.0. The patches, written by Mark 
Munz and Randy Brandt, let you use mousetext to 
enhance AppleWorks' menus, cancel the automatic 
form feed after printing with Apple-H, reserve space 
for a RAM disk on a peripheral slot memory card, 
put the cursor where you left it when you load a 
word processor or data base file onto the desktop, 
define Apple-Tab so the cursor jumps to the previous 
tab in the word processor, send the cursor to the next 
record after you press Return in the last category in 
multiple record layout in the data base, and limit the 
spreadsheet to 999 rows for faster operation. 

The AW 3.0 Companion also fixes four known 
problems with AppleWorks 3.0, including the prob
lems that occur when you replace the original 
Image Writer with another printer or try to print 
more than one report from the data base module. 

The AW 3.0 Companion disk includes TimeOut 
Pathologist that displays and lets you modify the ' 
pathname to every file on your desktop, TextLoad
er Plus that lets you load up to 12 text files into the 
word processor in a single operation, and Directory 
Manager that makes it easy to change the default 
pathname for files on your desktop. 

The AW 3.0 Companion lists for $39.95 and is 
scheduled for release in late December. (NAUG 
members can purchase the AW 3.0 Companion from 
NAUG for $25.95 plus $3 s/h.) 
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TimeOut 

Series 
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AppleWorl's 
Enhancements. 

TimeOut Thesaurus: $49.95 
Find the perfect word to express your 
thoughts. Thesaurus, with its 45,000 
word dictionary, displays synonyms 
and adds the replacement word right 
to your document with no typing. 

TimeOut SuperFonts: $69.95 
Everybody will think you own a Mac 
when you print with SuperFonts1 

Print from AppleWorks with fancy 
fonts and graphics. Comes with 47 
fonts and a free Paint program' 

TimeOut Graph: $89.95 
Create read y-to-print graphs, com
plete with titl es, borders, legends and 
more. Just choose one of the 9 graph 
types you want and it appears 
instantly. Also includes free Paint 
program. 

TimeOut UltraMacros: $59.95 
Automate AppleWorks with this 
ultra-powerful program. Never 
retype repetitive information again. 
Record your keystrokes as you go, 
and then play them back - up to 
4,000 at once! 

TimeOut SideSpread : $49.95 
Print your Spreadsheet and Data Base 
files sideways- right inside Apple
Works' SideSpread can print all or 
part of your file in a wide variety of 
fonts and print qualities. 

TimeOut SpreadTools: $59.95 
This collection is a must for every 
Spreadsheet user: scan for errors, 
track cell references and link cells 
from different Spreadsheets into a 
master Spreadsheet! 

TimeOut QuickSpell: $69.95 
The fastest spell checker around' 
With its 80,000 word dictionary, 
QuickSpell is the perfect electronic 
proofreader - never be embarrassed 
by a spelling mistake or double word 
again' 

TimeOut DeskTools: $49.95 
Add a calendar, note pad , four
function calculator, clock, file en
crypter, case converter and telephone 
dialer to AppleWorks. All these basic 
conveniences- and more - in one 
package. 

TimeOut DeskTools II: $49.95 
More AppleWorks tools our custom
ers have demanded: a scientific/ 
financial calculator, area code finder, 
file searcher, screen saver, disk tester 
and stop watches. Something for 
everybody. 

TimeOut TeleComm: $69.95 
Link AppleWorks to the world! 
TimeOut TeleComm is simple to use 
with no sacrifice in power. Capture 
text directly to an AppleWorks Word 
Processor file or 4,000 line review 
buffer. 

TimeOut FileMaster: $49.95 
Never leave AppleWorks again to use 
a disk utility program. Copy, rename, 
lock and unlock files. You can even 
back up and compare disks with 
FileMaster's easy-to-use interface. 

TimeOut PowerPack: $49.95 
A fantastic collection of TimeOut 
applications: make your own help 
menus, create a Data Base of all your 
files, triple your clipboards and triple 
your desktop files. Plus 6 more 
applications. 

TimeOut Macro Tools : $25.00 
More macro files : auto-save files at 
preset intervals, change the Apple
Works' bell, eject disks, and create 
your own custom menus. Plus many 
more amazing macro feats' Requires 
UltraMacros. 

TimeOut MacroTools II: $25.00 
Even more macro files: print Word 
Processor files in 2 or 3 columns, type 
directly to the printer, simulate more 
Data Base categories, reset the date, 
and many more. Requires UitraMacros. 

TimeOut ReportWriter: $79.95 
ReportWriter's flexible relational report 
generator makes Apple Works a 
powerful business tool. Generate 
invoices, billings, forms, AR/ AP, and 
more. 

Beagle Bros, Inc. • 6215 Ferris Square, Suite 100 • San Diego, CA 92121 

Cal1 1-800-345-1750 in the U.S. or 1-800-992-4022 in California to Order. 
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Hints and Ideas for the 
Spell Checker 

by Warren Williams 

N AUG receives many questions from readers spelling program. Is there any way to overcome 
who want to get more flexibility from Apple- that limitation in 3.0? 

Works 3.0's built-in spell checker. Here are some A: You can use a RAM disk with the Apple Works 
answers to the most frequently asked questions: 3.0 spelling checker if you have an Apple nos or a 

Q: I ordered 3.5-inch disks when I upgraded to peripheral slot memory card in your lle, llc, llc 
Apple Works 3.0. Now I want to work on a 5.25- Plus, or Laser. (RamFactor cards, Apple Memory 
inch disk system. I copied the AppleWorks pro- Expansion cards, and RAM Express cards are 
gram files onto separate disks, using the sug- peripheral slot cards; Ram Works and Z-Ram Ultra 
gested organization for those files that ap- ••••••• cards are not.) 
peared in the October 1989 issue of the How to use To set up a RAM disk on a IIGS, set the 

.AppleWorks Forum. But the spelling die- minimum and maximum RAM disk 
tionary is too large to fit on a 5.25-inch the Spe/J settings on the Control Panel to at least 
disk. What can I do? h k C eC er 224K to accommodate AppleWorks 
A: As you discovered, the 3.5-inch disk ver
sion of Apple Works comes with a spelling 
dictionary that will not fit on a 5.25-inch disk. 
Fortunately, there is a solution to your prob

with a RAM 3.0's 3.5-inch spelling dictionary. Then 
reboot your computer; the system will 

disk. set up a RAM disk named /RAM5. 

------- Peripheral slot memory cards automatilem. AppleWorks' spelling dictionaries are 
compatible with the dictionaries that come with 
TimeOut QuickSpell. If you have a 5.25-inch copy 
of any version of QuickSpell, you have the diction
aries you need. 

Apple Works 3.0 looks for its dictionaries on the 
same disk or directory that contains the file APL
WORKS.SYSTEM, so use a disk utility program 
and change the name of the QuickSpell dictionary 
disk to /APPLEWORKS. Then insert this disk when 
Apple Works calls for the spelling dictionary. You 
can also remove the file COPY.DICTS from the disk 
to make room for a larger custom dictionary. 

Q: I used to speed up TimeOut QuickSpell by 
setting up my memory card as a RAM disk and 
copying the spelling dictionaries onto that 
"disk". Apple Works 3.0 insists on looking for 
the spelling dictionaries on a disk drive and 
won't let me use a RAM disk to speed up the 

cally set up a RAM disk with the name /RAMn; "n" 
stands for the slot number where the card resides. 

Then you need Randy Brandt's new SpellCopy pro
gram from JEM Software. SpellCopy patches 
Apple Works so you can specify a pathname to the 
spelling dictionaries. Without this patch, Apple
Works 3.0 always looks for the spelling dictionaries 
on a disk with the same name as the disk you used 
to boot AppleWorks. That's why AppleWorks can
not find the dictionaries on the RAM disk. 

If you install SpellCopy on your Apple Works Start
up Disk, the program will automatically copy the 
spelling dictionaries onto the RAM disk when you 
boot Apple Works. 

You should seriously consider using a RAM disk 
for your spelling dictionaries if you have 512K or 
more of memory in your computer. AppleWorks 
runs the spelling program and makes spelling sug-
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gestions almost four times faster from a RAM disk 
than from a 3.5-inch disk drive. 

Unfortunately, it is more difficult to configure 
Ram Works, Z-Ram Ultra cards, and other auxiliary 
slot memory cards to work as a RAM disk with 
Apple Works 3.0. Apple Works takes over the mem
ory on these cards for its desktop, thus damaging 
any files you store on the RAM disk. While there 
are public domain patches for Apple Works that let 
you preserve the RAM disk, most users should 
wait for new RAM disk software from the manu
facturer of their card. Applied Engineering expects 
to release its Apple Works expansion software with
in the next two months, but they ask that you not 
call to inquire about its availability. They will 
announce the product in the Apple Works Forum. 

(SpellCopy costs $12.50, including shipping, from 
JEM Software, Box 20920, El Cajon, California 
92021.) 

Q: I recently switched to Apple Works 3.0 and 
notice that many operations are slower than in 
earlier versions of Apple Works. This is particu
larly true of the spell checker, which I find sig
nificantly slower than TimeOut QuickSpell. 
Why is this happening and how can I speed up 
the spelling program? 

A: It is true that many operations are somewhat 
slower in Apple Works 3.0 than in earlier versions 
of the program. NAUG is testing the speed differ
ences and will publish an article graphing those 
findingss in a future issue of the Apple Works 
Forum. 

The spell checker in Apple Works 3.0 operates at 
about the same speed as TimeOut QuickSpell ... 
until you ask the programs to give you suggestions 
for misspelled words. Then Apple Works 3.0 slows 
down dramatically. The reason is that Apple Works 
3.0 uses a more sophisticated spelling suggestion 
algorithm than QuickSpell. 

QuickSpell uses an alphabetical algorithm to make 
its suggestions. The program looks in its dictionary 
for any word that starts with letters similar to the 
word you entered. As a result, QuickSpell is fast 
and gives you many spelling suggestions. Howev
er, it is like looking in a dictionary for any word 

that is on the same page as the word you typed. 
QuickSpell does not pay attention to the sound or 
relationship between the letters. For example, when 
you type "sichology", QuickSpell suggests schlock 
(no kidding, try it), schooled, schools, schooner, 
scrooge, and a list of similar words that start with 
the letters "sc". Type "filosophy", and QuickSpell 
gives you words that start with the letter "f'. 

Apple Works 3.0 uses a phonetic algorithm for its 
spelling suggestions. It analyzes the sound of the 
words you enter and tries to figure out what you 
want to spell. It's like looking through a dictionary 
for words that sound like the word you typed. As a 
result Apple Works 3.0 generally gives you fewer, 
but better suggestions. For example, "filosophy" 
and "sichology" yield only one suggestion each, the 
correctly spelled words "philosophy" and "psychol
ogy". Unfortunately, AppleWorks 3.0's more 
sophisticated approach takes it longer to search the 
spelling dictionary. 

There are at least two things you can do to speed 
up the Apple Works 3.0 spell checker. The fastest 
way to run the program is to get Randy Brandt's 
SpellCopy program (see above), configure some of 
the memory in your computer as a RAM disk, and 
copy the dictionaries onto that "disk". Running 
from a RAM disk on my Apple lias, the Apple
Works 3.0 spell checker takes less than two sec
onds to give suggested spellings for "filosophy" 
and about four seconds for "sichology". 

Alternatively, you can store the dictionaries on a 
hard disk. Apple Works 3.0 takes less than four sec
onds to give a suggested spelling for "filosophy" 
and approximately ten seconds for "sichology" 
when running on my Apple lias with a Chinook 
Technology CT-20 hard drive. 

The spell checker built into Apple Works 3.0 is a 
valuable feature. As with all spelling programs, we 
would be happier if it ran faster, took less disk 
space, recognized every correct word we typed, 
and always gave us the correct spellings when we 
erred. However, every product represents a com
promise. For many of us, the spelling program in 
Apple Works 3.0 represents a reasonable compro
mise between speed, functionality, and power. 
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How to Add Graphics to 

Documents with SuperFonts 
by Donna Takayesu 

This is the second of three articles that describe how to use TimeOut SuperF onts to enhance 
your AppleWorks documents. This month, Donna Takayesu describes how to incorporate 
HiRes graphics into a word processor document. Next month, Irene Fogel will describe how 
to use scanned images with AppleWorks. 

T here are many ways to enhance Apple Works 
word processor documents with graphics. Un

fortunately, the most powerful techniques require a 
page layout program like Publish-It!2, AppleWorks 
GS, or Medley. You enter your text in Apple Works 
and use the page layout program to prepare and 
print the document. 

A less expensive alternative is to use Apple Works 
and TimeOut SuperFonts. SuperFonts can print in 
dozens of proportionally spaced fonts and lets you 
intersperse high resolution (HiRes) and Double
HiRes graphics with your AppleWorks text. 

Figure 1 presents an example of SuperFonts output 
that combines a graphic image with a word proces
sor document. Figure 2 depicts the Apple Works 
file that generated the picture in Figure 1. 

While the combination of graphics and word pro
cessing text is impressive, you must recognize that 
SuperFonts is not designed to do page layout. For 
example, the program does not easily handle two or 
three-column output, does not let you mix graphics 
and text on the same line, and does not let you 
interactively crop graphic images on the screen. 

However, note that the example in Figure 1 puts 
the word "PANDAS" on the same line as the pic
ture. While you cannot combine Apple Works text 
and HiRes graphics on a single line with Super
Fonts, you can enter the text you want as a part of 
the graphic image. 

How to Import Graphics into SuperFonts 

To import a graphic image into SuperFonts, you as
sign a number to the graphic at the beginning of the 
Apple Works word processor file, and use that num
ber to place the graphic image in the document. For 
example, the command 

<P3=/PICTURES/PANDA> 

at the beginning of the word processor document in 
Figure 2 assigns the code <P3> to the graphic 
named PANDA on the PICTURES disk. Later, you 
will insert the command <P3> where you want the 
graphic to appear in the output. 

You can control the placement of a graphic with 
AppleWorks and SuperFonts formatting com
mands. For example, you can use Apple Works' 
Apple-0 command to issue printer options that 
center or left justify an image. Super Fonts' <RJ> 
command will right justify the graphic, and Super
Fonts' <NB> (Inverse Begin) command will print 
the image in inverse. Remember to tum off the jus
tification and inverse features before you resume 
normal text in your document. 

How to Crop the Graphic 

You can tell SuperFonts to print a selected portion 
of the graphic image by defining the coordinates of 
the upper left and lower right-hand comer of the 
image you want to print. For example, I cropped 
the image in Figure 1 by issuing the command 
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<P3,42,36,279,95>. 

That command says, "Put picture 
P3 here, but crop the image so it 
shows only what is between pixel 
42,36 in the upper left-hand corner 
and pixel 279,95 in the lower right
hand corner." 

You can use either TimeOut Paint 
or an estimating procedure to find 
the coordinates you need to crop an 
image. 

Using TimeOut Paint 

TimeOut Paint is an easy-to-use 
graphics program that works within 
Apple Works and comes free with 
the current versions of SuperFonts 
and TimeOut Graph. [Ed: It used 
to cost $20 to add Paint to older 
versions of SuperF ants or Graph, 
but you now get Paint free when 
you update SuperFonts or Graph 
to version 3.0 through NAUG's 
Beagle Buddies. See the October 
issue of the Apple Works Forum 
for information about these Time
Out updates.} 

Note that Paint does not work well 
with AppleWorks 2.x when you 
modify Apple Works to recognize 
an Applied Engineering Ram
Works memory expansion card. Of 
course, AppleWorks 3.0 corrects 
this problem. 

Paint makes it easy to identify the 

Figure 1: Sample Output from SuperFonts 

... ENDANGERED SPEaES 

PANDAS~ 
These powerful giants are not the playful teddy bears that first come to mind 
when the word *Panda* is mentioned. A distant relative of the North American 
racoon, the panda's very survival depends on our good will and care of its habitat. 

Pandas are selective eaters, choosing to eat only a very few varieties of bamboo 
that is native to their particular area of Tibet and western China. Nature deals 
them a capricious blow, because every eighteen or so years all species of any 
particular bamboo dies for a few months, leaving pandas to subsist on other foods 
which are strange to them. 

Our exposure to pandas in zoos, has shown us that they are not ready breeders. 
When mating has occurred, and the pregnancy carried successfully to term, the 
birth and raising of the young is very precarious. 

Figure 2: File that Generates Graphic Output 
File : PANDA. ENDANGER REVIEW/ ADD/ CHANGE Escape : Main Menu 

<P3=/ PICTORES/PANDA> 

<2=/ SF /TIMES . 2 0> 

<3=/ SF / TIMES . 14> 

<2XIB><RJ>. . . ENDANGERED SPEC:<ES<IE> 

--------centered 

<P3 , 42 , 36 , 279 , 95> 

--------Unjustified 

<3>These powerful giants are not the playful teddy bears that first come to mind 

when the word "Panda" is mentioned . A distant relative of the North American rac

coon , the panda's very survival depends on our good will and care of its habitat . 

Pandas are selective eaters , choosing to eat only a very few varieties of bamboo 

that is native to their particular area of Tibet and western China . Nature deals 

them a capricious blow, because every eighteen or so years all species of any 

particular bamboo dies for a few months , leaving pandas to subsist on other foods 

which are strange to them. 

Type nUI1lber , or · use arrows , then press Return 936K Avail . 

coordinates you want to use to crop a graphic. Fol
low these steps: 

graphic will appear on half the screen; a Dou
ble-HiRes graphic will fill the screen. 

While SuperFonts can print both regular HiRes and 
Double-HiRes graphics, Double-HiRes images are 
twice as wide and twice as tall as regular HiRes 
graphics. You can use either graphic image for print
outs, but can only use regular HiRes graphics for 
"slides" you display on the preview screen. Unfortu
nately, SuperFonts distorts Double-HiRes graphics 
on the preview screen and makes that display unsuit
able for your "slides". [Ed: For information about 

1. Go to the TimeOut Menu and invoke Paint. 

2. Issue an Apple-D command and set the prefix 
or choose the slot and drive that will contain 
your graphic disk. 

3. Insert the graphics disk in the drive, issue an 
Apple-0 command, choose the file you want to 
use from the disk, and select "Open". A HiRes 
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preparing slides, see the article entitled "How to 
Use SuperF onts to Enhance Your Presentations" in 
last month's issue of the AppleWorks Forum.} 

Paint files are always Double-HiRes. If you use 
Paint to determine coordinates for slides, you must 
be careful to preserve the original HiRes file by 
covering the write-protect notch on 5.25-inch 
disks, by opening the write-protect slide on 3.5-
inch disks, or by removing the disk from the drive 
after you load the file into Paint. 

If you want to modify your graphic with Paint, save 
the enhanced document with Paint's Apple-A (Save 
As . . . ) command and give the file a new name. Do 
not overwrite the original HiRes file; you will not 
be able to recover that file from your disk. 

4. Issue an Apple-B command and draw a box 
around the portion of the picture you want to 
use in SuperFonts. (Press the Escape Key if an 
important part of the picture is under the Menu 
Bar. Then draw the box and press the Escape 
Key again; the Menu Bar will re-appear.) 

5. Issue an Apple-W command to display the cur
sor coordinates on the Menu Bar. You will see 
these coordinates change as you use the mouse 
or Arrow Keys to move the Paint cursor on the 
screen. 

You need to identify two pairs of coordinates; 
one for the upper left-hand corner of the graphic 
and one for the lower right-hand corner. Put the 
cursor in the upper left-hand corner of the box 
and write down the coordinates that appear on 
the Menu Bar. (The first number is the number 
of pixels from the left margin and the second 
number is the number of pixels from the top.) 

Repeat this process to define the lower right
hand corner of the graphic image. The bottom 
margin of the HiRes screen is 191 pixels down, 
and the right margin is 279 pixels. Double
HiRes graphics share the same 191 pixel height, 
but are 599 pixels wide. (Although HiRes and 
Double-HiRes screens are both 191 pixels tall, 
the Double-HiRes image prints twice as tall.) 

To prepare a "slide", the maximum vertical 
height must not exceed 160 pixels, and the hori-

zontal width cannot be greater than the 279 pix
els of a regular HiRes graphic image. 

6. Issue an Apple-Q to quit Paint and respond "N" 
for "No". You do not want to save the file. 

You now know the coordinates to enter into the 
Apple Works word processor file to crop the graph
ic. Proceed as follows: 

7. Issue an Apple-1 to go to the beginning of the 
word processor file. 

8. Type <P1=/pathname/graphic.file>. Use the 
pointy brackets. Substitute the name of the disk 
containing the graphic for "pathname" and the 
name of the file containing the graphic image 
for "graphic.file". 

9. Type the following on the line where you want 
the picture to appear: 

<Pl,a,b,x,y> 

where "a,b" are the upper left-hand coordinates 
of the cropped image, and "x,y" are the lower 
right-hand coordinates of that image. 

If You Do Not Use Paint 

If you do not have Paint, you can locate the coordi
nates by trial and error. Follow these steps: 

1. Create a new word processor file for your 
experimentation. 

2. Issue an Apple-1 command to insure that you 
are at the beginning of the file. 

3. Enter these lines to print the contents of the Sin-
gle HiRes screen: 

<Pl=/pathname/graphic.name> 
--------Left Margin: ~.~ inches 

<Pl> 

(Substitute the correct pathname and file name 
in this entry.) 

4. Go to the TimeOut Menu, invoke SuperFonts, 
and print the graphic to the SuperFonts preview 
screen. 

5. Imagine a box around the portion of the image 
you want to use. Ask yourself how far the upper 
left-hand corner is from the left edge. (Remem
ber that the whole width is 279 pixels.) How far 
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down is this corner from the top? (The total 
height is 191 pixels.) Repeat these questions for 
the lower right-hand comer. 

6. Press the Escape Key until you return to Apple
Works and enter the coordinates separated by 
commas after <P1> in the word processor docu
ment . . . like this: <P1 ,1st,2nd,3rd,4th>. 

7. Use SuperFonts to "print" the word processor 
file on the SuperFonts preview screen. Examine 
the output to see if you like the estimates of the 
coordinates for the cropped image. 

8. Since you are estimating the coordinates, you 
will have to repeat steps #4 - 7 until you get the 
coordinates you like. Then copy the line with the 
coordinates to the Apple Works clipboard and 
transfer it into your original word processor file. 

A Double-HiRes graphic scrolls over two preview 
screens, so I suggest you use a somewhat different 
procedure to locate the coordinates of the cropped 
image. 

In step #4 above, print the graphic to the printer 
instead of to the screen. The maximum height in 
step #5 stays at 191 pixels, but the width of Dou
ble-HiRes graphics is 559 pixels. Estimate the 
coordinates and "print" the graphic on the screen. 
You can then compare the results to your printed 
output and put marks on the printout to help you 
estimate the correct coordinates. 

Experiment 

Experiment and try all the possibilities. I suggest 
you print the output in standard, tall-adjusted, and 
reduced 50% mode, and save those samples to help 
with your future work. 

Summary 

TimeOut SuperFonts is a powerful tool that gives 
you high quality, Macintosh-like output from Apple
Works. In this article I described how to use Super
Fonts and TimeOut Paint to prepare documents and 
"slides" that include graphics, in addition to the 
attractive text output available from SuperFonts. 

[Donna Takayesu is Vice-President of the Hamilton 
(Ontario, Canada) Apple Computer Klub (HA.C.K.) 
and is the editor of the group's monthly newsletter.] 

New Products from JEM Software 

JEM Software recently announced four new prod
ucts for AppleWorks users. 

SpellCopy: SpellCopy modifies AppleWorks 3.0 
so it can find its spelling dictionaries on any disk 
you specify, including a RAM disk. SpellCopy can 
also automatically copy the dictionaries onto a 
RAM disk before launching Apple Works. 

5.25-inch disk owners can use SpellCopy to reduce 
disk swapping with Apple Works 3.0. You rename 
the dictionary disk and use SpellCopy to tell 
AppleWorks the new dictionary disk name. Leave 
the dictionary disk in Drive 2 as you work, and 
Apple Works will find the dictionaries when you 
issue a Verify Spelling Command. SpellCopy, writ
ten by Randy Brandt, costs $12.50. 

DoubleData: DoubleData patches Apple Works 3.0 
so each data base record can include up to 60 cate
gories. DoubleData-patched copies of Apple Works 
provide two single record layout screens for each 
record in a data base file; you jump between 
screens with an Apple-J command. You can com
bine data from the two screens into a single report. 
DoubleData, written by Dan Verkade, costs $30. 

FlexiCal: FlexiCal adds an automated appointment 
calendar/scheduling system to AppleWorks 2.0 and 
later. The program makes it easy to enter and track 
appointments and automatically generates printed 
daily, weekly, and monthly calendars. Written by 
Lester Simpson, FlexiCal costs $30. 

Mr. Invoice: Mr. Invoice is an invoicing and order 
entry system for AppleWorks 3.0. The program 
maintains a customer data base, automatically 
updates inventory records, tracks backorders, prints 
on any custom form, and tracks monthly or annual 
sales. The program keeps all data in standard Apple
Works files you can use to generate custom reports. 
Mr. Invoice, written by Mark Munz, costs $40. 

All JEM products include documentation in an 
Apple Works word processor file on the disk. Prices 
include shipping. JEM Software, Box 20920, El 
Cajon, California 92021. 
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How to Get Started with the Data 
Base Module Part 2 

by Cathleen Merritt 

This is the second in a series of three articles designed to help novices get started with the 
AppleWorks data base module. While the articles are intendedfor novices, advanced readers 
might find some useful suggestions in this series, and AppleWorks teachers can use these 
articles with beginners. 

I n last month's article, I explained when to use 
the AppleWorks data base module, how to 

define the categories in a data base file, how to 
restructure the data base screen displays, and how 
to enter data. This month, I will describe how to 
reorganize the records, how to select records to dis
play on the screen, and how to edit the data in 
those records. I will assume you created the name 
and address file I described last month. 

Use Apple-A to Arrange the Records 

As you know, Apple Works stores your data in indi
vidual records. The program normally arranges 
your data in the order in which you originally enter 
each record. However, Apple Works offers a power
ful Arrange Command (Apple-A) that lets you re
sequence the records in the file . 

Follow these steps to rearrange the records: 

1. Issue an Apple-S command to save the data in 
its current order. There is no "Unarrange Com
mand" in Apple Works, so you should always 
save the original file on your data disk before 
issuing an Apple-A command. Then, if you do 
not like the new sequence of the records, you 
can restore the file to its original condition by 
removing the re-arranged file from the desktop 
and bringing the previous version onto the 
desktop from the data disk. 

2. Display the data in either single record or multi
ple record layout. Put the cursor in the category 
you want to use as the basis for reorganizing the 
records, and issue an Apple-A command. 

3. How you proceed from this point depends on 
whether you use AppleWorks 3.0 or an earlier 
version of AppleWorks. 

Apple Works 2.1 and earlier presents a list of 
ways you can sort the records; alphabetically 
(from A to Z, or Z to A), or numerically (from 
0 to 9, or 9 to 0). (If you are using a "DATE" or 
"TIME" category to sort the records, Apple
Works also lets you sort the data into chrono
logical order.) Select the method you want, and 
press the Return Key to rearrange the records in 
memory. If you like the new structure of your 
file, issue an Apple-S command and save the 
reorganized data base file. 

Apple Works 3.0 lets you sort the records by up 
to three categories in a single operation. For 
example, you can tell Apple Works 3.0 to put 
people in alphabetical order based on their last 
names and, if more than one person has the 
same last name, to put the data in order by the 
first name. 

Here is how to use the multiple-sorting feature 
of AppleWorks 3.0 to sort the address data base 
we developed last month. 

A. Put the cursor on the LNAME category and 
issue an Apple-A command. The program 
will ask: 

Arrange (sort) on? Category (LN.AME) Several categories 

If you choose "Category (LNAME)" Apple
Works will use just that category to sort the 
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data. This is identical to the process I de
scribed for earlier versions of Apple Works. 

In this example, you want to sort based on 
more than one category, so select "Several 
categories". 

B. Apple Works 3.0 presents a list of all the cat
egory names. Select the "most important 
category" in the sort; i.e., the category on 
which to base the final sort. 

Generally, you want to sort the people in last 
name order. That is, you want all the Adams 
before all the Bakers, and you want all the 
Bakers before all Conklins. Thus, the 
LNAME category is the "most important 
category" for this sort. Highlight that cate
gory name and press the Return Key. 

C. Apple Works 3.0 then presents a list of sort
ing alternatives such as "A to Z" and "0 to 
9". Select "A to Z" and press the Return 
Key. 

D. The program next lets you specify a "second 
most important" category for the sort. 

You want to sort the records in order by 
LNAME, but if the LNAME category is the 
same, you want to sort the records in order 
based on FNAME. Therefore, FNAME is the 
second most important category for the sort. 
Select FNAME and press the Return Key. 

E. Apple Works again presents the list of sort
ing alternatives; select the basis for the sort 
and press the Return Key. 

F. Apple Works 3.0 can sort by up to three cate
gories in a single operation, so the program 
asks if you want to specify a third, less 
important category for the sort. You only 
want two sort categories in this example; 
press the Return Key to accept the "Arrange 
file now" option. Do not press the Escape 
Key; that cancels the Arrange Command. 

Apple Works will sort the file into the order 
you specified. Display the data in multiple 
record layout (enter an Apple-Z if the file is 
in single record layout) and examine the 

sequence of the records. If the sort is correct, 
issue an Apple-S command to save the reor
ganized file. If it is not correct, issue another 
Apple-A command and start again. 

Sorting with Earlier Versions of AppleWorks 

While Apple Works 3.0 automates the multiple sort
ing process, you can do multiple sorting with any 
version of Apple Works. The trick is to do repeated 
sorts starting with the "least important category" and 
progressing toward the "most important category". 

If you are using Apple Works 2.1 or earlier, follow 
these steps to sort the records in your name and 
address file: 

1. Issue an Apple-S command to save the current 
file. That should always be your first step when 
using the Apple-A command. 

2. Put the cursor on the "least important catego-
ry"; in this case the FNAME category. 

3. Issue an Apple-A command. 

4. Indicate you want to sort from "A to Z". 

5. Put the cursor on the "most important catego-
ry"; in this case the LNAME category. 

6. Issue another Apple-A command. 

7. Indicate you want to sort from "A to Z". 

8. Get into multiple record layout and examine the 
sequence of the records. If they are in correct 
order, issue an Apple-S command to save the 
rearranged file. 

You can repeat this process as often as necessary, 
therefore you can sort your records by an unlimited 
number of categories. 

How to Select Records: Apple-F 

One of the reasons to keep your records in an elec
tronic data base program is to let you find data 
quickly and conveniently when you need it. Apple
Works gives you two commands that let you select 
specific records. The Apple-F (Find) command is 
easier to use, but less powerful than the Apple-R 
(Record Selection Rules) command. The differ
ences will become obvious as we consider these 
two features. 
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First, you need to understand the concept of "cur
rently active records". 

The Apple-F and Apple-R commands let you select 
a subset of the total data base file. While all the 
records remain in memory, only the selected 
records appear on the screen. The selected records 
are "active". Some AppleWorks commands (such as 
Apple-A) work on all records in the file. Other 
commands only work on the active records. 

Apple-F: The Apple-F command lets you look 
through the active records in a data base for any series 
of characters you enter. Apple Works 3.0 gives you a 
choice; you can search a single category or all cate
gories. Earlier versions of Apple Works do not offer 
that choice; they automatically check all categories. 

Try the Apple-F command with your data base on 
the screen and type in the letters "wil" to see if 
Apple Works finds any matching records. If you use 
Apple Works 2.1 or earlier, or if you tell Apple Works 
3.0 to "Find Anywhere", the program finds all 
records that contain the characters "wil" anywhere 
in the record. Thus, Apple Works selects anyone with 
the first name "William", the last name "Williams", 
and anyone who lives on "Twilliger Street" or in 
"Williamston". 

AppleWorks 3.0 lets you restrict the Find Command 
to a specific category, but it will still find everyone 
with last names of "William", "Williams", "Wil
son", "Twilliger", and any other last name that con
tains "wil". 

You cancel the effect of the Apple-F command and 
make all records active by pressing the Escape Key. 

How to Select Records: Apple-R 

It should be obvious that AppleWorks' Find Com
mand is easy to use, but of limited power. For 
example, you cannot use this command to check for 
blank categories, numeric entries greater than a cer
tain value, or entries made before or after a given 
date. That is the domain of Apple-R, the Record 
Selection Rules Command. 

Issue an Apple-Rand Apple Works prompts you 
through a series of screens that let you specify the 
categories you want to examine, the rules you want 
applied to each category, and the relationship 

Figure 1: Apple-R Selection Screen 
File : ADDRESSES SELECT RECORDS Escape : Review/ Add/ Change 

Selection : 

1 . TITLE 16 . X4 

2 . FNl\ME 17 . X5 

3. LNl\ME 18 . X6 

4. ADDRESS1 19 . X7 

5. ADDRESS2 20 . XB 

6. CITY 21. X9 

7. STATE 22 . X10 

B. ZIP 

9. AREA CODE 

10 . PHONE 

11 . CODES 

12. BDATE 

13. X1 

14 . X2 

15 . X3 

Type number, or use arrows , then press Return 936K Avail. 

between the selection rules you want to apply. For 
example, you can use Apple-R to locate all invoic
es after December 1, 1989 with amounts of more 
than $5,000. 

Try the following exercise that has you locate all 
relatives that live in Michigan. (I assume you 
inserted the code of "r" for all relatives in the name 
and address file you developed as a part of last 
month's article.) Follow these steps: 

1. Load the data base file onto the AppleWorks 
Desktop and issue an Apple-R command. 

2. Apple Works displays a list of all the categories 
in the file (see Figure 1). Highlight the 
"STATE"category and press the Return Key. 

3. AppleWorks displays the "Rules" screen. That 
lets you specify the selection rule you want to 
use in the STATE category (see Figure 2). You 
want to test if the entry in the STATE category 
matches text you will enter, so select "equals" 
from the list of rules and press the Return Key. 

4. The program asks you to enter the information 
you want to find in the STATE category. Type 
in the two-letter abbreviation of your state and 
press the Return Key. 

5. AppleWorks then displays the screen that 
appears in Figure 3. Note that the top of the 
screen shows the selection rule you just speci
fied; in this example, "STATE equals MI". 
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Figure 2: Apple-R "Rules" Screen 
File : ADDRESSES SELECT RECORDS Escape : Review/Add/Change 

Selection: STATE 

1. equals 

2. is greater than 

3. is less than 

4. is not equal to 

5. is blank 

6. is not blank 

7. contains 

8 . begins with 

9. ends with 

10. does not contain 

11. does not begin with 

12 . does not end with 

Type number, or use arrows , then press Return 933K Avail . 

Figure 3: Apple-R "Linking" Screen 
File : ADDRESSES SELECT RECORDS 

Selection : STATE equals MI 

l. and 

2. or 

Escape : Review/Add/Change 

Type number, or use arrows , then press Return 929K Avail. 

AppleWorks lets you specify up to three selec
tion rules in each Apple-R command. The pro
gram needs to know if you want to specify a 
second selection rule and the relationship 
between the two rules. 

If you want only a single selection rule, press 
the Escape Key to indicate you are done enter
ing selection rules. In this example you want to 
specify a second rule, so you must indicate 
whether you want the two rules to be linked by 
"and" or "or". (Apple Works sometimes offers a 
third alternative: "through".) 

Responding "and" tells Apple Works to select 
records that meet both selection rules you speci
fy. That is, the record must match both rule A 
and rule B. 

Responding "or" says you want records that 
match either selection rule. That is, the record 
must match either rule A or rule B. 

Responding "through" indicates you want to 
specify a range of entries. For example, you can 
specify all entries between September 1, 1988 
and August 31, 1989. 

In this example, you want to select records for 
all people who live in your state and who are 
relatives; select "and". 

6. You coded all your relatives with an "r" in the 
"CODES" category, so you will now specify 
that you want to select all records that contain 
that code. Indicate you want to check the 
"CODES" category. 

7. You want all records that contain a code of"r", 
so pick "contains" from the Selection Rules 
screen. 

8. Enter the letter "r" in response to the "Type 
comparison information" prompt. 

You now defined the rule as follows: 'Select all 
records where the STATE category contains 
"MI" and the CODES category contains "r".' 

9. AppleWorks lets you specify a third selection 
rule, but you are done. Press the Escape Key. 

The top of the data base screen now indicates that 
record selection rules are in effect. Display the 
records in multiple record layout and note that 
Apple Works only displays records that meet the 
selection criteria you specified. To view all the 
records, you must issue another Apple-R com
mand and respond "Yes" to the "Select all 
records?" prompt. 

Comparison of Apple-F and Apple-R 

While the Apple-F and Apple-R commands both 
select specified records from the total data base 
file, there are significant differences between the 
functionality and power of the two commands. 
Figure 4 summarizes those differences. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of Apple-F and Apple-R then print a report from the data base 
file, the report will contain only the 
selected records. By contrast, if you use 
Apple-F to select records, the report 
will contain all records in the file. 

Apple-F 

Number of categories searched All* 

Allows selection rules No 

Links selection rules No 

Makes unselected records inactive Yes 

How to restore inactive records Escape Key 

Rules saved with file No 

Affects data printed in a report No 

*Apple Works 3.0 can limit a search to a single category. 

Some components of the chart in Figure 4 need 
further explanation. 

"How to restore inactive records": Both the 
Apple-F and Apple-R commands make a portion of 
the data base file "inactive", and inactive records 
do not show on the screen. If you use an Apple-F 
to hide inactive records, you press the Escape Key 
to restore all the records to the screen. When you 
use Apple-R to select records, you must issue 
another Apple-R command to get all the records 
back on the screen. 

"Rules saved with file": If you invoke an Apple
R command, set selection rules for the file, and 
then issue an Apple-S command, AppleWorks 
saves those rules with the data. The selection rules 
will be in effect when you load the file onto the 
desktop from the disk. 

That is not true of the Apple-F command; Apple
Works does not store the status of the Apple-F 
command with the data file. To test this, invoke an 
Apple-F command, select some records, and save 
the file. Then load the file onto the desktop from 
the disk and you will find that all the records are 
once again active. 

"Affects data printed in a report": Just as the 
Apple-R command affects a file saved on disk, so it 
limits the records printed in a report you generate 
from within the file. (I will describe how to generate 
reports in next month's article.) That is, if you use 
the Apple-R command to select specific records and 

Apple-R 

1-3 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Apple-R 

Yes 

Yes 

How to Maintain Your Data 

Up to now, I discussed how to rear
range and select existing data. Howev
er, you also must know how to add 
and correct data in the file. Data base 
maintenance generally involves three 
operations: 

1. Inserting new records. 

2. Deleting unnecessary records. 

3. Modifying existing records. 

Inserting New Records 

Apple Works' Apple-1 (Insert) command is the key 
to inserting new records. When you issue an 
Apple-1 command, Apple Works enters "Insert New 
Records" mode and displays a blank record on the 
screen. You type the data into that record and press 
the Apple-Down-Arrow Keys to declare you are 
done entering data. AppleWorks will store that 
record and display a new form on the screen. 

Press the Escape Key when you are done entering 
data to return to Review/Add/ Change mode. 

Deleting Unnecessary Records 

The Apple-D (Delete) command lets you delete 
unwanted records. To delete a record in single 
record layout mode, you get the record on the 
screen, issue an Apple-D and respond "Yes" to the 
"Delete current record?" prompt at the bottom of 
the screen. 

You should work in multiple record layout mode if 
you have to delete more than one record. Use the 
Apple-Z command to get the multiple record lay
out display on the screen, put the cursor on the first 
record you want to delete, and issue an Apple-D. 
AppleWorks lets you use the Arrow Keys to delete 
a series of consecutive records in one operation 
from the multiple record layout screen. 
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Try this exercise that has you delete all blank 
records from the data base file and lets you use 
what you learned about the Record Selection Rules 
and Delete commands: 

1. Issue an Apple-S command to save your work. 

2. Display your address file in multiple record lay
out. 

3. Issue an Apple-R command and indicate you 
want to select all records where the FNAME 
category is blank and where the LNAME cate
gory is blank. Then press the Escape Key to 
invoke the command. 

4. Any blank records in the file will appear on the 
screen now. Issue an Apple-D command and 
delete all the blank records. 

5. Issue another Apple-R command and indicate 
you want to select all the records. 

6. Issue an Apple-S command to save your file 
without the blank records. 

Modifying Existing Records 

Of course, Apple Works also lets you modify exist
ing records. You use the Apple-For Apple-R com
mands to display the record on the screen, then 
enter new data or correct existing data in the record. 
Since you already know how to select records, I 
will concentrate on the commands you use to modi
fy an existing record. 

First, remember that you can change an entry in 
either the multiple record or single record layout 
mode. The process is similar: 

1. Press the Tab, Apple-Tab, Up or Down Arrow 
Keys, or Return Key to move the cursor to the 
category you want to change. 

2. There are two ways to replace existing data: 

A. You can overwrite the existing data with the 
overwriting cursor (use the Apple-E com
mand to switch between the inserting and 
overwriting cursors), or 

B. Use the Apple-Y command to "yank" out 
the existing data, then use either the insert
ing or overwriting cursor to enter data into 
the now-blank category. 

3. Remember to issue an Apple-S command to save 
the data you just entered into the data base file. 

Conclusion 

This article describes the basics of managing a data 
base file. You learned how to rearrange records in 
the file, how to select and delete specific records, 
how to insert new records, and how to change the 
data in existing records. Eventually, you will learn 
techniques that make it easier to enter and maintain 
data in an Apple Works data base file; this article 
covered the basics. 

Next month I will describe how to generate data 
base reports. 

Late News: 
The NAUG Public Domain Library now includes the 
AppleWorks 3.0 Patch Disk. This bootable disk, 
donated by Mark Munz and Randy Brandt, installs 
patches that correct known problems with Apple
Works 3.0. The AppleWorks 3.0 Patch Disk costs $4 

plus $2 s/h from NAUG. 

AppleWorks ~t IBM 
CROSS-WORKS"' exchanges AppleWorks data files 
with the most popular MS-DOS programs: 

AppleWorks Word Proc. •• WordPerfect 
AppleWorks Spreadsheet •• Lotus 1-2-3 
AppleWorks Data Base •• dBase Ill & IV 

It's easy! Just select file names from the menu. In 
seconds, CROSS-WORKS copies the files in either di
rection between your Apple II and IBM PC, and trans
lates the file formats . Word processor files maintain 
underlining, margins, centering , etc. Spreadsheets 
transfer data and formulas! Transfers ASCII text files , 
too. Includes universal 19,200 baud cable to connect 
lie (with Super Serial Card), 1/c , 1/cP/us, & 1/gs to 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 & compatibles (no modem 
needed) . Also supports long-distance modem trans
fers. Both 5% and 3112 inch disks are supplied . 

CROSS-WORKS 
$79.95 (+ship & hand .) 

Call (919) 870-5694 today 
for free information packet. 

SoftSpoken 
P.O. Box 18343 
Raleigh , NC 27619 
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AppleWorks then. 
Introducing the most powerful, most 

versatile Apple Works® in history. 
AppleWorks 3.0, with everything you 

expect from AppleWorks. Plus a lightning
fast spell checker. Advanced spreadsheet 

• 3 - ---·-. . 1 

In fact, Apple Works has expanded in 
all directions. But it still runs on a modest 
128K. Very fast. 

For more information, call Claris at 

functions.l'vlore mailing labels across a 
page. Built-in support for more printers and 
memory cards. An expanded, easier-to-use 
clipboard. An even bigger spreadsheet, 
word processor and data base. And more. 

-
800-628~100. We'll race you a copy of the 
AppleWorks upgrade. 

Then your Apple II will cover even 
more ground than it does now. 

Introducing AppleWorks 3.0. CLARIS'" 

© 1989 Claris Corporation. 5201 Parrick Henry Drive. Box 58168. Santa Clam. CalifOrnia 95052: 408-727-8227. Claris is a rrademark ofC/aris Corporation. AppleWorks is a regisrered rrademark 
of Apple Compurer. lnc .. licensed ro C/aris Corporation. Apple is a regisrered rrademark of Apple Compurer. lnc. 



Apple Works and the LaserWriter: 
An Advanced Discussion Part 3 

by John Link and Warren Williams 

This is the fifth in a series of articles designed to help you use a LaserWriter printer with 
AppleWorks. This rrwnth, the authors describe how to enhance AppleWorks so the program 
can produce full justification and proportional spacing using the attractive Palatino font. 

L ast month, we described how 
to modify Apple Computer's 

Image Writer Emulator program so 
it produces output in Palatino. We 
believe that Palatino is a more 
attractive font than the standard 
Times output normally produced 
by Apple Works on a LaserWriter. 
However, neither Times nor 
Palatino match the size of the pro
portional font built into the Image
Writer; you must modify Apple
Works so it can accurately track 
the length of each line it prints. 

Figure 1: Sample Output from a LaserWriter 

FOREVER KITSCH 

Oddities ... Curiosities... Surely they have something to do with art. The desire for 

high class oddities is not new in sophisticated society. Artists and art lovers have 

always found them interesting. The eighteenth century English constructed ruins in 

their gardens, which they viewed through smoked glass, to make them look older and 

more romantic. The French introduced high class kink when they gave us the Marquis 

de Sade who, twisted as he was, reeked of education and cultivation. Other times have 

met this need in other ways. What is new in our time is that the odd and freakish--when 

they conform to mannerisms defined by the avant-garde--enjoy the status of the most 

serious art, and are preferred over any other manifestation of culture. 

In this article, we describe how to 
make those changes. When you 
are done, you will be able to print Apple Works 
word processor documents in attractive, propor
tionally spaced and fully justified Palatino output 
on your LaserWriter. (See the sample in Figure 1.) 

To get fully justified output in Palatino, you must 
patch AppleWorks so it knows the width of the 
Palatino characters. Then you must install a two
byte patch that adjusts for the slight difference in the 
average horizontal dot density between Palatino on 
the LaserWriter and the Image Writer fonts. 

We will use Applesoft BASIC to make these patches 
to Apple Works. Readers who want to install these 
patches without keying them in can get the patches 
on a self-booting disk prepared by the principal 
author of this article. That disk, called the Apple
Works/LaserWriter Patch Disk, is available from 
NAUG's Public Domain Library ($4 plus $2 s/h). 

We will assume you modified Apple's ImageWriter 
Emulator as described in last month's article and that 
you use your LaserWriter on an AppleTalk network. 

Some Background 

Apple Works keeps track of the width of each pro
portionally spaced character in a table. Apple
Works 2.1 and earlier store the table in the SEG.PR 
file; Apple Works 3.0 copies the table from SEG.PR 
into SEG.ER and then uses the SEG.ER version of 
the table. Apple Works uses the character widths in 
conjunction with the constants for "average dots 
per inch" to determine how many characters to 
print on a line and how many spaces to insert to 
fully justify the right margin. 

On average, the characters in the Palatino font are 
somewhat wider than the corresponding characters 
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'' The UltraMacros Primer brings 
the power ofUltraMacros to all 
Apple Works users. I am 
impressed by the clear and 
interesting presentation of 
each lesson in this book.'' 

-Randy Brandt, 
Author ofUltraMacros 

GeHing Started with Macros • UltraMacros' Addi
tions to Apple Works • How to Use the Built-in Com
mands and Macros • How to Install UltraMacros • 
Testing lOur Installation • How to Create Keyboard 
Macros • What is a Keyboard Macro? • How to 
Make lOur Macro Permanent • Introduction to Com
piled Macros • Keyboard Macros us. Compiled 
Macros • How to Compile a Macro • How to Access 
the Current Macro Set • How to Customize the Cur
rent Macro Set • How to Add lOur Own Macros • 
How to Make lOur Macros the Default Set • How to 
Annotate a Macro • Introduction to Task Files • How 
to Convert a Macro Set into a Thsk File • How to Use 
lOur New Thsk File • Special Qualities ofThsk Files 
• The Structure of Thsk Files • How to Use Thsk 
Files to Organize lOur Work • UltraMacros Program
ming • UltraMacros Programming Basics • Addi
tional UltraMacros Commands • Accepting Input 
from the User • Introduction to Branching • How to 
Store User Responses • The <getstr> Command • 
The <goto> Command • The <key> Command • 
How to use <key> and <if> to Control Branching • 
Macros that Read the Screen • The <screen~ Com-
mand • The <cell> Command • Enhancements to 
the <cell> Command • The <find> Command • 
<find> from the Keyboard • The <date> and <time> 
Commands • lntroducHon to Variables • Defining 
Variables • Literal Definitions of Variables • Com
mands that Define Numeric Variables • Manipulat
ing Numeric Variables • Defining Numeric Variables 
with Expressions • Rules for Numeric Operations in 
UltraMacros • Commands that Define String Vari
ables • Manipulating String Variables • ExecuHng 
Repetitive Tasks • Controlling Loops with "Flags" • 
"Counters" • Using "Errors" to Exit Loops • The 
<onerr> Command • How to Use "Errors" Construc
tively • How to Use Subroutines • How to Automate 
Repetitive Thsks • How to Automate lOur Reports • 
IF-THEN-ELSE • How to Divide Data Base Entries • 
Advanced UltraMacros Commands • Indirect 
String Referencing • How to Manage "sleeping" 
Macros • How to Develop Menus • How to Use 

The UltraMacros Primer teaches you everything 
you need to know to use TimeOut UltraMacros. 
This 250 page manual contains many examples 
and suggestions to help you: 

• Install UltraMacros, 

• Use the commands UltraMacros adds to Apple-
Works, 

• Create keyboard macros, 
• Write compiled macros, 

• Develop macros that can "branch", 

• Develop menus to prompt users for input, 

-• - Use recursive macros to execute repetitive tasks, 

• Develop macros that can read the screen, 
• Design task files that customize your Apple

Works modules, 

• Debug your compiled macros, and 
• Include menus and labels in macros. 

The book is clearly illustrated with dozens of useful 
sample macros. It describes applications for both 
Apple Works 2.x and 3.0, and includes a summary 
of the new commands available for Apple Works 3.0. 

Labels • New Features of UltraMacros 3.0 • Com- 1------------------------_.J 
plete List of UHraMacros Tokens and Syntax • Index 1}y the UltraMacros Primer -Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. 



The 

UltraMacros Primer 

of the more than 250 pages in 
this book. 

'' The illtraMacros Primer is an excellent 
introduction for macro novices and an invalu
able aid to aspiring macro programmers.'' 

-Randy Brandt, 
Author ofUltraMacros 

Mail to: National Apple Works Users Group, Box 87453, Canton, Michigan 48187 (313) 454-1115. NAUG ships via UPS. Foreign orders by credit 
card only. Foreign postage additional; please specify air or surface. 

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
0 Send me __ copies of the UltraMacros Primer. 

0 I am a NAUG member. Enclosed is $17.95 plus $2 shipping for each book. 

0 I am a non-member. Enclosed is $19.95 plus $2 shipping for each book. 

0 Enclosed is my school purchase order. NAUG ships upon receipt of payment. 

'lbtal Enclosed $ ___ _ 0 Check 0 MasterCard 0 VISA 
Credit Card # Exprres ________ _ 

Signature -------------------------------Phone ______________ _ 

Name ------------------------
Address 

NAUG Member# _____ _ 

City State Zip ________ _ 
I 

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 



1989 Is Almost Over ... 
lf you use Apple Works in your business or profession, 
your NAUG membership may be a tax-deductible 
business or professional expense. 

This is your last opportunity to renew your NAUG membership 
and deduct the dues from your 1989 taxes. Renew for two years and you will 
avoid any future membership cost increases. 

Want help finding the 
articles you need? 

NAUG's Electronic Index Disk helps you find 
every article ever printed in the Apple Works 

Forum. + You can search for a title, an author, or 
topic. + Quickly find the article you need. + Get 
a list of every article that mentions your printer 

or software add-on.+ You'll want to keep this disk 
available every time you use Apple Works. 

Can You be Someone's Foul- Weather Friend? 
VoLUNTEER FOR NAUG's 
DISK RESCUER PROGRAM 

The National Apple Works 
Users Group maintains a 
directory of experts who 
can recover data from 
damaged disks. If you are 
comfortable with disk-zap-

ping and file recovery programs 
like ProByter, Disk Warden, or 

Bag of Tricks, or if you know 
someone who is, we would like 
to help our members find you. 
NAUG will publish a list of 
these disk and file recovery 
experts, their fees (if any), and 

their areas of expertise. 



NAUG 
Renewal ... 

0 Payment Enclosed 

Credit Card Number 

0 VISA 0 MasterCard 

Exp. Date 

Please renew my NAUG 
membership: 

Signature 

Phone NAUGIDII 

D for one year ($27) 

D for two years ($54) 

Name 

Address 

(Refer to the Apple Works Forum for first class and 
foreign postage options.) 

Return this card to: National AppleWorks Users Group; 
Box 87453; Canton Michigan 48187; (313) 454-1115 City, State, Zip 

Send to: 
National 
Apple Works 
Users Group 
Box 87453, Canton, MI 
48187 • (313) 454-U15 

SIGNUP 
CARD 

The Electronic Index Disk 
+An Apple Works data base that's easy to use and update. 

+ Takes five seconds to search more than 800 articles. 
+ A useful tool to help you find information you need. 

ORDER FORM • $4 per disk + $2 shipping per order*. 

State ____ Zip --------

0 Payment Enclosed 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 

Card#------------------------------------------------

Exp. Date Signature --------------

Services: 
I can recover: 
D Damaged ProDOS directories 
D Corrupted bytes in Apple Works files 
D 5.25-inch disks D 3.5-inch disks 
D Hard Disks 

D Other -------------

Payment: 
0 Free 
D Charge: Rate $_ per (hour/file/disk) 
TUrn-aroundtime: _________ _ 

Comments:-------------

•Ord ..... outllide North America require an additional $2 llhippilllt• 

Contact Information: 

Name 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Home Phone 

Business Phone 

Do you want your phone numbers listed? DYes D No 

Mail to: National AppleWorks Users Group; Box 87453, Canton, Michigan 48187 • (313) 454·1115 

) 



Figure 2: Table of Character Widths 
Character: A B c D E F G H I J K L M 

IW font: 16 15 14 15 15 15 14 15 9 13 12 13 17 

Palatino: 18.8 14.6 17.0 18.7 14.6 13.2 18.3 20.0 8.1 8.0 17.3 14.6 22.7 

Character: N 0 p Q R s T u v w X y z 
IW font: 16 15 13 16 15 12 14 15 16 17 11 14 11 

Palatino: 20.0 19.0 14.4 19.0 16.0 12.6 14.6 18.8 17.2 24.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 

Character: a b c d e f g h j k I m 

IW font: 12 12 10 12 12 10 12 12 8 7 10 8 16 

Palatino: 11.9 13.1 10.7 14.6 11.6 8.0 13.3 13.9 7.0 5.6 13.3 7.0 21.2 

Character: n 0 p q r s t u v w X y z 

IW font: 12 12 12 12 10 12 10 12 12 16 12 12 10 

Palatino: 13.9 13.1 14.3 13.3 9.6 10.2 7.6 14.3 13.4 20.0 12.4 13.3 12.2 

Character: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 @ # 

IW font: 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 7 14 14 

Palatino: 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 6.7 18.0 14.3 

Character: $ % A & * ( ) + = < > 

IW font: 12 16 12 13 12 7 7 17 12 12 12 12 12 

Palatino: 12.0 20.2 14.3 18.7 9.3 8.0 8.0 12.0 14.3 8.0 14.4 14.4 14.4 

Character: ? I \ 

IW font: 12 12 7 7 7 12 13 7 10 10 12 12 10 

Palatino: 10.7 14.4 6.0 6.0 14.4 14.4 14.4 6.7 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 

Character: <space> 

IW font: 7 7 7 7 

Palatino: 6.7 6.0 6.0 6.0 

in the Image Writer proportional fonts, even though unit represented "one unit of density". We then 
the most frequently used character, the space, is measured the Palatino output with this special ruler. 
14% narrower. That leaves Apple Works unable to Figure 2 presents the table of character widths we 
correctly determine the number of characters to put measured for the Image Writer proportional font and 
in a printed line and the number of spaces to add to for Palatino from the LaserWriter. 
the line to achieve correct right justification. There- Unfortunately, Apple Works' character width table 
fore, you must patch Apple Works' character width only allows for whole numbers; our patch will 
table for the Palatino sizes. have to round the value for each Palatino character 
We determined the Palatino character widths empir- to the nearest whole number. AppleWorks stores 
ically; by printing fifty repetitions of each propor- the data as hexadecimal values, so we will enter 
tional character in a line. We printed one set from a the hexadecimal values of these numbers into 
standard copy of Apple Works on an Image Writer, Apple Works. 
the other using the same copy of Apple Works, but Then we developed a patch in BASIC that will 
on a LaserWriter running an Image Writer Emulator change the values in Apple Works. The patch also 
we patched to print in Palatino instead of Times. meets Apple Works' parameter that the high bit be 
Then we measured the length of each line of Image- set on some entries but not others. 
Writer output and created a ruler proportioned to 
that output with a scale from 1 to 35, where each 
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It's Not Perfect 

You will notice a significant improvement in the 
output from Apple Works and your LaserWriter 
after you install these patches. However, the output 
will still not be perfect when you print with fully 
justified margins. Every two or three pages, Apple
Works will print a line that is too short. 

We had to round some character widths in this 
table. In an average line, characters which are 
rounded up will be balanced by characters rounded 
down. Occasionally, this will not be the case, and 
Apple Works will not correctly align the right mar
gin. You can correct this problem either by adding 
a space between words somewhere on the line, or 
by hyphenating the last word in the line. That 
forces Apple Works to recalculate the space needed 
by that line. On rare occasions, a correction to one 
line will create a problem in the following line and 
you have to adjust two consecutive lines. 

In addition, patched versions of Apple Works 3.0 
will not correctly implement some of the new 
enhancements to AppleWorks' tabbing system. 
There are no problems when you insert a single tab 
at the beginning of a paragraph or when you issue 
an Apple-Tab to use AppleWorks' earlier approach 
to tabs. However, you will not get correct output if 
you use center tabs, right tabs, or multiple left tabs 
in a line, although the output is better than that pro
duced by unenhanced copies of the Image Writer 
Emulator. You will get better results with Apple
Works 3.0 if you restrict tabs to lines containing 
numerals, dollar signs, and periods. Alternatively, 
you can use the monospaced Courier font for heav
ily tabbed lines containing both text and numbers. 

How to Install the Patches 

Here are the step-by-step procedures to install 
these patches. You will need a copy of Apple
Works, your System Utility Disk, and two blank 
disks. Follow these steps: 

1. Use a disk copy program to make a backup of 
your working Apple Works disk. Do all your 
work on this backup copy. 

2. Create a boatable disk that contains just Pro
DOS and BASIC.SYSTEM. To do that, format a 
blank disk and name the volume /BASIC. Then 

copy the file named PRODOS from your Apple
Works Startup Disk onto the BASIC disk. Final
ly, copy the file named BASIC.SYSTEM from 
your System Disk onto your new BASIC disk. 

3. Boot up Apple Works and delete all the printers 
from the Printer Menu. 

4. If you use Apple Works 2.1 or earlier, add an 
Image Writer to the Printer Menu. If you use 
Apple Works 3.0, add an Image Writer II printer. 
Tell AppleWorks the printer is in slot #7, the 
slot you usually use to communicate with a 
LaserWriter over an AppleTalk network. 

5. Quit Apple Works. 

6. Insert your AppleWorks Startup Disk in Drive 2. 

7. Boot your computer with the BASIC disk. The 
Applesoft "]"prompt will appear on the screen. 

8. Press the Escape Key and then the number "8". 
That will change your display to 80-column mode 
and will make it easier to enter the text below. 

9. You must set the prefix so BASIC will find 
your AppleWorks disk. Type: 

PREFIX /APPLEWORKS 

and press the Return Key now and after every 
line you type below. 

10.Enter the Apple Monitor by typing: 

CALL -151 

The screen will display an asterisk to indicate 
you are at the Monitor level. 

11. Now you will enter the patch that modifies the 
proportional font table. Type the following 
lines and check your work carefully before 
pressing the Return Key after each line. Re
type the line if you detect an error after press
ing Return. The final command (3D0G) will 
return you to BASIC. 

300:86 87 09 0E 0C 94 13 07 08 08 09 0E 86 08 86 0E 

310:0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 0C 86 86 0E 0E 0E 8B 

320:12 13 0F 11 13 0F 0D 12 14 08 08 11 0F 17 14 0F 

330:0E 13 10 0D 0F 13 11 18 10 10 10 08 0E 08 0E oc 
340 :07 0C 0D 0B 0F oc 08 0D 0E 07 06 0D 07 15 0E 0D 

350:0E 0D 0A 0A 08 0E 0D 14 0C 0D 0C 08 0E 08 0E 

3D0G 
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How to Use an Image Writer with Your 
Enhanced Apple Works 
Apple Works 3.0 creates a new proportional font 

· table in SEG.ER each time you add an Image
Writer or other printer capable of proportional 
fonts to your Printer Menu. That makes it easy to 
customize the proportional font table for one print
er on the list without affecting other printers. The 
trick is to remove all the printers from the Printer 
Menu, install an Image Writer II, make the patches 
described in this article, and then add additional 
printers to the Printer Menu. 

Earlier versions of Apple Works contain only a sin
gle proportional fonts table, and the program refers 
to that table whenever you issue a P1 or P2 com
mand for any printer. As a result, you cannot 
change the values in that table and print correctly 
in both proportional fonts on an ImageWriter and 
in Palatino on a LaserWriter. 

If you use Apple Works 2.1 or earlier, the only way 
to get correct proportionally spaced output from 
both a LaserWriter and an Image Writer is to main
tain two copies of SEG.PR under different file 
names on your AppleWorks Startup Disk. Then 
rename the files as necessary and re-start Apple
Works when you want to switch between propor
tional fonts on the Image Writer and Palatino on 
the LaserWriter. 

12.Next, you must save these entries in place of the 
original values on the AppleWorks disk. Enter 
the line below that is appropriate for your ver
sion of AppleWorks. 

Apple Works 1.3 and 2.0: 
Type: BSAVE SEG.PR,TSYS,A$3~~,L95,B$036 

AppleWorks 2.1: 
Type: BSAVE SEG.PR,TBIN,A$3~~,L95,B$068 

AppleWorks 3.0: 
Type: BSAVE SEG.ER,TBIN,A$3~~,L95,B$336 

Adjust Average Horizontal Dot Density 

Now that you patched the proportional fonts table in 
Apple Works, you must patch the average horizontal 
dot density for those fonts. Continue as follows: 

13.Type 

CALL -151 

to return to the Monitor. 

14.Now enter the following patch and the BSAVE 
command that will save that patch in the appro
priate file on the AppleWorks disk. 

AppleWorks 1.3 and 2.0: 
300:9E 8E 
3000 
BSAVE SEG.PR,TSYS,A$300,L2,B$3BF 

AppleWorks 2.1: 
300:9E 8E 
3000 
BSAVE SEG.PR,TBIN,A$300,L2,B$3Fl 

AppleWorks 3.0: 
300:9E 8E 
3000 
BSAVE SEG.ER,TBIN,A$300,L2,B$137 

Conclusion 

Previous articles in this series described how to 
write a PostScript program to get information 
about your printer, how Apple Works uses the 
Image Writer Emulator, and how to modify the 
Emulator so it produces Palatino output in place of 
Times. This month, you learned how to patch 
Apple Works so the program can print in the pro
portionally spaced Palatino font with fully justified 
right and left margins. 

So far, this work requires you to connect to the 
LaserWriter through an AppleTalk network. Next 
month, we will describe how to get fully justified, 
proportionally spaced Palatino output without 
using AppleTalk. This is particularly important to 
owners of Apple lie, lie, and lie Plus computers 
and to owners of Apple clones who want to pro
duce high quality output from Apple Works. 

[John Link is a Professor of Art at Western Michi
gan University. He is the developer of SuperPatch 
and is an Apple Works consultant.} 
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GS-RAMPLUS 
Applied Engineering's new, fully 
DMA compatible memory card for 
the IIGS. Simply plug GS-RAM 
Plus into your memory expansion 
slot for up to 8 megabytes of 
RAM at your finger tips. Compat
ible and expandable. 
1 meg. $249, 2 meg $369, 3 meg. 
$489 

TRANSWARP GS 
Compute at warp speed with the 
most advanced accelerator ever 
produced. Increases the speed of 
your IIGS by more than 200%. 
Fully compatible. No special 
software needed. $289 

ROCKETCHIP II 
Accelerator chip for the II, II Plus, 
lie, and lle. Easy to install, 
requires no slot, and consumes 
less power than other accelerators. 
Variable speed from 50 kHz to 10 
MHz, and can return to normal 
operating speed with one 
keystroke. $199 

AMR 3.5 DRIVE 
The only non-Apple drive that 
really works with the IIGS, lie, lie, 
and Mac. The AMR drive is 100% 
compatible with your 3.5 disk port 
on your GS. The perfect choice 
whether you're adding a second 
disk drive or looking for your first. 
$189 

DISKS 
CHINOOK 
CT20 ............ $599 
CT40 .............. 795 
CT20C ... .... .... . 629 
CT40C ... .... ...... 849 
CT80 ... .... ....... Call 

CMS 
20 meg .. ......... $629 
30 meg .. ......... .. 719 
45 (removable) 899 
60 meg . ......... ... 799 
80 meg. & up . Call 

SIDER 
D2 ... ..... ........ .. $499 
D4F ...... .. .......... 799 
D4T .... .......... ... 855 
D9 ........ ..... .... 1,245 
C96 ... ..... ..... .. 1,895 

INNER 
20 meg ........... $469 
40 meg .. ...... ..... 589 
Overdrive ... .... Call 

VULCAN 
20 meg ......... .. $539 
40 meg .. ........ ... 689 
100 meg ..... ... 1,295 

QLABS 

EASYDRIVE 
The complete hard
disk managment 
system for the 
Apple II. Loaded 
with features . A 
must for every 
hard-disk owner. 
$59.95 

CHINOOK SCSI TOOLS 
Hard-disk enhancement designed to 
maximize your drive's performance. 
Select optimum interleave ratio, map 
out bad blocks and more! $34.95 

20 meg. ................. ..... ... .. .. ... ... ..$599 
60 meg .. .. ..... ................... ...... ........... 795 
45 meg. (removable) ...... ...... ........ 1,199 

RELAX w/ Apple SCSI 
20 meg ... .... ...... .. ... ............ ........ ..... $539 
40 meg . .. .... ... ... .. .. ........ ... ......... ........ 679 
80 meg .. ..... .. ... ...... ... .... .... ........ ........ 859 

HARD-DISK BUYER'S 
GUIDE 
Base your decision to buy a hard-disk 
on fact, not fiction. The Hard-Disk 
Buyer's Guide is packed with perform
ance reports and charts on all the top 
brands. Make the smart move. Get the 
Hard-Disk Buyer's Guide before you 
buy. $6 Shipped overnight. (redeem
able when you buy a hard-disk from 
Quality Computers.) 

SUPERPATCH 
Selective Apple Works enhancements 
and modifications. Install over 150 
patches on 2.0 and 2.1. Over 50 
available for 3.0 and more to come. 
Fully compatible $34.95 

REPAIRWORKS 
Apple Works data 
repair and retrieval 
program. Reduces 
or eliminates the 
need to recreate 
your work. inCider 
Magazine Editors ' 
Choice. $34.95 



Business Software 
AppleWorks 3.0 ................ 189.00 
AppleWorks GS ................ 214.00 
BeagleWri1e IIGS ................ 52.00 
BW Bundle . ..................... 269.00 
BW Parpall ........................ 109.00 
DB Master Pro .................. 189.00 
Dollars & Sense .................. 74.00 
GS Font Editor .................... 29.00 
MYM 4.0 . ........................... 94.00 
On Balance ......................... 39.00 
ProgramWriter ..... . ........ 29.00 
Publishlt 2.0 ....................... 84.00 
Sensible Grammar .............. 52.00 
Symbols & Slogans ............ 27.00 
TimeOut Series 

Desk Tools I, II, FileMaster, 
PowerPack, SpreadTools, 
Thesaurus .................... 29.00 
Macro Tools I, II ........... 16.00 
SideSpread, Ultramacros 37.00 
ReportWriter .................. 45.00 
Graph ............................. 52.00 

WordBench ......................... 97.00 
WordPerfect lie .................. 94.00 
WordPerfect IIGS ............... 94.00 

Games & Entertainment 
Cal Games GS .. . ... .. ....... 23.00 
Carmen Europe, USA .......... 29.00 
Carmen World 25.00 
Carmen World GS ............... 29.00 
Cartooners ......................... 44.00 
Chuck Yeager 

Flight Simulator ........... 26.00 
Diversitune ......................... 52.00 
Hardball GS ... .. ........... 27.00 
Hunt for Red October GS .... 37.00 
Jack Nickalaus Golf GS ....... 34.00 
Mean 18 GS ......... 27.00 
Mini Putt GS ..... 27.00 
Serve & Volley GS .............. 27.00 
Shadowgate .. .. ........ 32.00 
Test Drive GS .................... 27.00 
4th & Inches GS ................. 27.00 

Graphics Packages 
Dazzle Draw (AP or lie+) ..... 39.00 
Deluxe Print II, IIGS ............ 65.00 
Design Your Own Home 

Architecture, Interiors, 
Landscape ..................... 59.00 
Libraries ..................... 21 .00 

Graphics Exchange ............. 35.00 
Draw Plus .. . ... 64.00 
PrintShop GS ..................... 36.00 
PrintShop (AP or lie+) ........ 29.00 

Utilities & Languages 
Copy II+ .............................. 23.00 
Orca/M Assembler GS ........ 39.00 
Orca Desktop Debuggers .... 80.00 
Prose! 8 .............................. 39.00 
Prose! 16 ............................ 59.00 

Genuine Apple 
Apple Mouse lie ............... 119.00 
Apple Mouse lie ................. 89.00 
Apple SCSI ....................... 109.00 
Apple Unidisk 3.5 (lie, II+) 319.00 
Apple 3.5 Disk Drive 

(GS, IIC+) ..................... 329.00 
lmageWriter II .................... 59.00 
Unidisk Controller .............. 69.00 
lie Enhance ......................... 59.00 

Ml!.nitm 
12' Amber .......................... 99.00 
12' Green ............................ 99.00 
Magnavox RGB (GS) ........ 289.00 
Sony KV1311 (GS) ........... 529.00 

lrintm 
Panasonic 1191 i ............... 259.00 
lmageWiiter II .................. 459.00 

Printer Interface Cards 
SMT's .......................... 54.00 
Fingerprint GSI .... . ......... 79.00 
Fingerprint Plus ... 89.00 
Fingerprint Serial w/cable ... 59.00 
Grappler/ProGrappler 84.00/79.00 

Disk Drives 
AMR 3.5 (IIGS, lie) ........... 189.00 
Laser 3.5 . .. ........... 185.00 
UDC .................................... 49.00 
Laser 5.25 .......................... 99.00 
AMR 5.25 Daisy Chain ...... 149.00 
MP6 Double-sided ............ 179.00 

Computers 
Laser 128 ex ....... 399.00 Special! 
Laser 128 . .. .............. 369.00 

Accessories 
Antiglare Screen GS ........... 39.00 
Computer Eyes lie .............. 99.00 
Computer Eyes IIGS ......... 199.00 
Diskettes 

3.5 (1 0) ............................ 8.95 
5.25 (10) .. ........................ 6.95 

Disk Holders 3.5 & 5.25 ..... 12.00 
Oust Covers ........................ 12.00 
Flight Stick .. . .. ..... 52.00 
Mach Ill .............................. 36.00 
Mach IV ........................... 62.00 
Midi Interface 

w/Drum (AP & IIGS) ...... 89.00 
Midi Interface w/Tape 

w/Drum (AP & GS) ...... 134.00 
Mitac 2400 Modem .......... 129.00 
Muffler 80 ........................... 43.00 
lmageWriter II Ribbon Back . 5.00 
lmageWriter II Ribbon Color10.00 
Rollermouse NEW! .... 119.00 
Security System ................. 34.00 
SMT No Slot Clock ............ 39.00 
SS lie .................................. 59.00 
SS IIGS ............................. 69.00 
Turbo Mouse... ... 115.00 

Memory Chips 
256K (fully comp./5 yr. war.) ... 39 
1024K (fully comp./5 yr. war.) 109 

Applied Ingenuity 
GS Juice 1 meg. 199.00 
GS Juice 2 meg. .. ........ 299.00 

~ APPLIED ENGINEERING 
RAMWORKS Ill 

256 K ......................................................... 149 
512K ........... ............................ ........ .... 199 
I Meg.. . ......... 299 

ULTRA II 
256K . .. ............................ 179 
5 12K . . ................................... .. ........ 229 
I Meg. . .. ..................... .......... .... .. ...... 329 

RAMFACTOR 
~~ ...... ____ ,,_,_,,,_ ...... I N 

5 12K ............. ....... ...................................... 229 
I Meg ......................................................... 329 

GS-RAM 
~6K ... - ......... _,,,, ____ , ... ................ IW 

512K .......................... ................................ 189 
I meg ......................................................... 289 
1.5 meg ...................................................... 389 

GS-RAM Plus 
I meg. . ..................................... 249 
2 meg ......................................................... 369 
3 meg ......................................................... 489 

GS-ULTRA 
I meg ......................................................... 259 
2 meg. . ............... ................. ......... 389 

RAMWORKS 
I meg .............. ......... .................................. 279 
2 meg. . .. ..... 379 

RAMFACTOR EXP. 
I meg. .. ........ 279 
2 meg. . ....... 399 

3 meg ......................................................... 429 

AES I/4 ............................................................. 11 9 
COLORLINK .. .. ......... 99 

CONSERVER ..................................................... 95 

DATALINK 2400 .................................. ........... 179 
EXTENDED 80 COL. . . ..... . 99 
PARALLEL PRO .. . ........ 79 

PC TRANSPORTER ...................... ........ .. ....... 369 

PC TRANSPORTER (lie Kit) ............................. 29 

PC TRANSPORTER (IIGS KIT) ...................... 39 

PHASOR .................. .................. ....................... 139 
POWER SUPPLY .. .......... 59 

RAMCHARGER ............................................... 133 

RAMKEEPER ............ ... .................................... 139 

READYLINK ...................................................... 69 
SERIAL PRO .................................................... I 09 

SLOT MOVER .. 

SONIC BLASTER .... 

................... 34 

. .. ..... . 98 

T IM EM ASTER ...... .... ..... .................................... 69 

TRANSDRIVE (Single) .................................. .. 199 
TRANSDRIVE (Duo) ....................................... 299 
TRANS WARP (lie) .......................................... 11 9 

TRANSW ARP (GS) .................................. ........ 289 
VIEWMASTER .. . .................... .................... 124 
VULCAN 20 (lie & IIGS) ................................ 539 

VULCAN 40 (lie & IIGS) .................... ........ 689 
VULCAN I 00 (lie & IIGS) ............................ I ,295 

Z80 ...... ............................................................. 11 9 

WE'LL MATCH ANY PRICE! 

POLICY: 

In order to serve you better, Quality Computers has 
formed a partnership with Dandam Software of Windsor, 
Ontario. All of these products, with the same great service, 
are avilable to you from Dandam. Avoid import-export 
delays and worries. Dandam ships from their Canadian 

warehouse. 

Laser 128EX/2 
with 2-year Canadian warranty .............................. Call 

Laser 3.5 Drive .................................................. $259 Can. 
with U.D.C. .. .. .. .... ............... ...................... ... $334 Can. 

Laser 5.25 Drive for lie and lie ......................... $135 Can. 
Vulcan & Inner Hard-Disks ...... ... .. ... .... .. .. ........ $719 Can. 

SPECIAL! GS-RAM Plus 1024K .. Best Price in Canada 
We are an authorized Applied Engineering dealer with a 

large selection of Apple II software. We also carry: Time 
Out Series, Springboard, Time Works, Epyx, Modems, 

AMR 3.5 Drives, RocketChips, etc. 

Call for Free Catalogue: 1-800-265-9576 
8408 Wyandotte Street, E. Windsor, Ont. N8S 1T6 

(5 19) 974-3011 

HYPERSTUDIO 
The hypermedia system for the IIGS. 
Integrates text, graphics and sound. 
Comes with paint tools, Text editor, 
sound editor, amplified speaker, sound 
digitizing hardware, microphone, and 

complete documentation. $79 

VISA, MasterCard, and Discover - no added surcharge. 
C.O.D. certified - add $2.95 
lf order is split, we pick up freight on balance of items. 
Shipping UPS, Airborne, Federal Express and U.S. Mail. 
Saturday deliveries available. 

RETIJRNS: Defective software will be placed immediately with the same item. Defective 
hardware will be replaced or repaired at our own discretion. Call customer service at 313·331-
1120 to obtain a return authorization number before returning goods. 
Product purchase in error subject to 15% restocking fee. 

SCHOOLS: Schools are half of our business. We accept school P.O.'s by mail or by fax. Call us. 
We'll work for you. 

DEALERS: Call 

USER GROUPS: Volume discounts on group purchases. Call us for details. 

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card. 

Quality Computers 
PO W ER FOR PERFORMANCE 

15102 Charlevoix Grosse Pointe, Ml48230 313/331-0700 
Orders & P.O.'s by FAX: 313-331-0663 

1-800-443-6697 



Apple ~~?~~~ ...... g.~. 

Claris Releases Significant 
Upgrade to Apple Works GS 

C laris Corporation recently announced the 
release of version 1.1 of AppleWorks GS. 

According to Claris, the new version of the pro
gram offers a ten-fold increase in performance, 
including significantly faster loading and improved 
screen updating that lets you scroll more quickly 
through documents. Apple Works GS gets much of 
its improved speed from GS/OS 5.02, which comes 
with the program. 

In addition to its faster speed, version 1.1 offers a 
number of other enhancements, including the abili
ty to read Apple Works 3.0 files, faster recalculation 
of spreadsheets, a new graphic Control Panel, the 
ability to manage more fonts, and the capability to 
create accents and diacritical marks used in foreign 
languages, and special characters. Version 1.1 also 
includes numerous changes that enhance the relia
bility and functionality of the program. 

While earlier versions of Apple Works GS required 
1.25 megabytes of RAM, version 1.1 will run on 
the 1.125 megabytes of memory that comes stan
dard on the new "ROM 3" Apple Ilos. The pro
gram will run on a system with a single 3.5-inch 
disk drive, but will require disk swaps unless you 
have two 3.5-inch drives or a hard drive. 

Although each user on an AppleShare network 
needs their own copy of Apple Works GS, network 
users can share files and printing resources avail
able on the network. 

AppleWorks GS 1.1 stores data base documents in a 
different format than earlier versions of the pro
gram. According to Claris, the new format is more 
compact and reliable than the earlier versions. You 
use a stand-alone file conversion utility provided 
with the program to convert existing Apple Works 
GS data base files into the new format. Data base 
files saved under version 1.1 cannot be read by ear
lier versions of Apple Works GS. 

Apple Works GS 1.1 has a suggested list price of 
$299. Registered AppleWorks GS owners can 
upgrade to version 1.1 for $29. Schools can upgrade 
10-packs ofAppleWorks GS for $119; schools with 
site licenses will receive the upgrade free of charge. 
The upgrade package includes four disks (System, 
Program, Tools, and Utilities) and a well-written 
60-page upgrade manual that describes how to 
install the system and program, how to use the new 
features in version 1.1, and includes corrections and 
enhancements to the original documentation. 

AppleWorks 2.x and 3.0 owners can upgrade to 
AppleWorks GS 1.1 for $99 and schools can up
grade Apple Works 10-packs for $399. These up
grade packages include the disks, the original docu
mentation, and the version 1.1 upgrade manual. 

For more information and upgrade forms, call 
Claris at (800) 544-8554. 

AppleWorks GS Disks in NAUG's Library 

NAUG's Public Domain Library now includes 19 
disks with more than 490 Apple Works GS home, 
business, library, and school templates. The disks 
include Apple Works GS conversions of most of the 
templates on the following disks from NAUG's 
library (an asterisk indicates that two Apple Works 
GS disks cover the contents of the original): NAUG 
HOME 01*, 02, and 03, NAUG EDUC 01, 
TAWUG BUSINESS 01, FINANCE 01, HOUSE
HOLD 01, HOME FINANCE 01, SCHOOL 01, 
For Sale By Owner, AppleWorks User's Rolodex, 
and ALUG 01 *, 02*, 03*, and 04. Each 3.5-inch 
disk costs $6 each plus $2 s/h per order, from 
NAUG. See NAUG's Public Domain Catalog for 
more information ($5; includes a $2 rebate coupon). 
Our thanks to NAUG member Karl Schober for 
converting, enhancing, and testing these useful 
templates. 
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Macro Primer 

How to Debug Your Macros 
by Mark Munz 

This is the sixteenth in a series of articles that describe how to use TimeOut UltraMacros. 
This month, Mr. Munz suggests techniques to help you find and correct errors in your 
macros. Next month he concludes this series with a summary of the commands and tokens 
described in these articles. 

A s you proceeded through the exercises in this 
series, you probably made occasional errors 

when you typed a macro. Sometimes you found 
these errors as you proofread the macro. At other 
times you discovered your errors while compiling 
or running the macro. 

Testing and debugging is an important step in cre
ating any program, and compiled macros are no 
exception. The testing and debugging process 
grows in complexity and difficulty as you add vari
ables and sophistication to your macros. 

In this article, I will describe some techniques to 
help you find and correct your errors. While I can 
suggest the procedures to follow, much of debug
ging is an art. You will learn the art form as you 
gain experience with the process. 

Syntax and Logic Errors 

In general, there are two steps to debugging any 
program. First, you check the syntax of the com
mands. Syntax errors in one or more commands 
halts operation of the UltraMacros Compiler and 
keeps a macro from compiling. Once the macro 
runs, you can start the more demanding task of 
identifying the errors in the logic and structure of 
the macro. 

The primary tool to help you debug the syntax of a 
macro is the UltraMacros Compiler. As you 
undoubtedly discovered, the compiler checks the 
syntax of every statement and tries to identify the 
nature and approximate location of any errors. 

Syntax errors are generally of two types: typo
graphical errors that are easy to fix, and incorrect 
syntax for a command. 

Here are three of the most frequently occurring 
syntax problems: 

1. Forgetting a colon after the text of a message. 
UltraMacros requires a colon after the closing 
single or double quotation at the end of ames
sage. The correct syntax for message com
mands is: <msg 'This is the message':stop> not 
<msg 'This is the message' stop>. 

2. The incorrect number of parameters for a com
mand. Most often this occurs with a command 
that requires three parameters such as the 
<screen> command. 

3. The wrong type of parameter. Most frequently 
this involves specifying a numeric variable as a 
parameter when the command expects a string 
variable, or specifying a numeric value when 
the command expects a variable. For example, 
the <posn> command requires that you specify 
two numeric variables as parameters. The com
mand <posn 1,1> yields a syntax error; the cor
rect statement is <posn A,B>. 

Next month's article will include a summary of the 
correct syntax of each UltraMacros command and 
an example of the command. You can save time by 
referring to this summary or to the reference sec
tion of the UltraMacros manual when you cannot 
identify the cause of an UltraMacros Compiler syn
tax error. 

Logic Errors 

Identifying the source of errors in the logic of a 
macro is the biggest challenge in debugging a pro
gram. Logic errors can be classified into four 
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Macro Primer ... 

<ba-%>:<all:oa-Q:cls: 
msgxy 10, 2: msg "A = " + str$ A 
msgxy 10,3: msg "B = " + str$ B 
msgxy 10, 4: msg "C = " + str$ C 
msgxy 10, 5 : msg "D = " + str$ D 
msgxy 10, 6: msg "E = " + str$ E 
msgxy 10, 7: msg "F = " + str$ F 
msgxy 10, 8 : msg "G = " + str$ G 
msgxy 10, 9: msg "H = " + str$ H 
msgxy 10, 10: msg "I = " + str$ I 
msgxy 25,2 : msg "J = " + str$ J 

msgxy 25,3 : msg "K =" + str$ K : 
msgxy 25,4 : msg "L = " + str$ L : 
msgxy 25,5 : msg "M = " + str$ M : 
msgxy 25, 6 : msg "N = " + str$ N 
msgxy 25,7 : msg "0 = " + str$ 0 : 

msgxy 25,8 : msg "P = " + str$ P : 
msgxy 25,9 : msg "Q =" + str$ Q: 
msgxy 25,10 : msg "R = " + str$ R 
msgxy 40,2 : msg "S = " + str$ S 
msgxy 40, 3 : msg "T = " + str$ T 
msgxy 40, 4 : msg "U = " + str$ U 
msgxy 40,5 : msg "V = " + str$ V : 
msgxy 40,6 : msg "W = " + str$ W: 
msgxy 40,7 : msg "X="+ str$ X 
msgxy 40, 8 : msg "Y = " + str$ Y 
msgxy 40, 9 : msg "Z = " + str$ Z 
msgxy 0,12: msg "$0=" + $0 
msgxy 0,13: msg "$1=" + $1 
msgxy 0,14: msg "$2=" + $2 
msgxy 0,15 : msg "$3=" + $3 
msgxy 0,16 : msg "$4=" + $4 
msgxy 0,17: msg "$5=" + $5 
msgxy 0,18: msg "$6=" + $6 
msgxy 0,19: msg "$7=" + $7 
msgxy 0, 20: msg "$8=" + $8 
msgxy 0,21: msg "$9=" + $9 
stop>! { note: press Escape to restore screen } 

types: Using the wrong operation, specifying an 
incorrect sequence of operations, incorrect branch
ing, and storing or using the wrong variable. 

All these errors can result in you storing incorrect 
values in one or more UltraMacros variables, and 
the key to diagnosing the errors is to determine the 
value stored in each variable. You can then use 
those values to learn the source of the error. 

oa -Q: esc : rtn> 3<rtn : rtn>Variables<rtn: right: rtn: oa -9: 
print "A = " + str$ A : rtn : 
print "B = " + str$ B : rtn : 
print "C = " + str$ C rtn : 
print "D = " + str$ D rtn : 
print "E = " + str$ E rtn : 
print "F = " + str$ F rtn : 
print "G = " + str$ G : rtn : 
print "H = " + str$ H : rtn : 
print "I = " + str$ I : rtn : 
print "J = " + str$ J : rtn : 
print "K = " + str$ K : rtn : 
print "L = " + str$ L : rtn : 
print "M = " + str$ M : rtn : 
print ''N = " + str$ N : rtn : 
print "0 = " + str$ 0 : rtn : 
print "P = " + str$ P : rtn : 
print "Q = " + str$ Q : rtn : 
print "R = " + str$ R : rtn : 

print "S = " + str$ S : rtn : 
print "T = " + str$ T : rtn : 
print "U = " + str$ U : rtn : 
print "V = " + str$ V : rtn : 
print "W = " + str$ W : rtn : 
print "X = " + str$ X : rtn : 
print "Y = " + str$ Y : rtn : 
print "Z = " + str$ Z : rtn : 
print "$0=" + $0 : rtn 
print "$1=" + $1 rtn 
print "$2=" + $2 rtn 
print "$3=" + $3 rtn 
print "$4=" + $4 rtn 
print "$5=" + $5 rtn 
print "$6=" + $6 rtn 
print "$7=" + $7 rtn : 
print "$8=" + $8 rtn : 
print "$9=" + $9 rtn : 
step>! 

There are at least three ways to determine the con
tents of each variable when a macro fails. The first 
is to use the TimeOut Debug module. The Debug 
module for UltraMacros l.x and 2.x is on the 
TimeOut MacroTools disk. The module for Ultra
Macros 3.x is on the MacroEase disk. [Ed: 
MacroEase will be available next month.] 

Debug lets you display and change the contents of 
every variable. In addition, Debug displays addi-
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tional information including whether there are any 
sleeping macros and which printer is active. 

Another technique is to insert <stop> commands in 
a macro to halt its operation and use <msg> com
mands to print out the contents of the variables 
when the macro stops. 

Finally, you can use the macros in Figure JA and 
JB as subroutines that will stop your macro and 
display the contents of each variable. The <ba-%> 
macro in Figure JA uses the <cls> and <msgxy> 
commands and only works with UltraMacros
enhanced copies of Apple Works 3.x. Note that the 
<ba-%> macro in Figure JB creates a word proces
sor file that contains a table of current values for 
the available macros. 

You should type either of these macros into the 
word processor file containing your macro source 
file and compile the macro with your regular macro 
set. Then you can insert a <ba-%> or <ba-&> com
mand in your macro to call the appropriate debug
ging macro when you want to see the contents of 
the different variables. Either macro will display 
the contents of every variable and then stop. 

Conclusion 

Any programming activity is a mysterious blend of 
art and science. In this article, I described a series 
of steps and tools that use "scientific" procedures 
to help you locate the source of your errors. But the 
art of debugging your macros remains up to you. 

[Mark Munz, the author of the AW 3.0 Compan
ion, TimeOut TextTools, MacroTools II, Macro
Ease, and Late Nite Patches, is a programmer 
with Beagle Bros, publishers ofTimeOut Ultra
Macros.] 

Seasons fjreetings to a{{ our mem6ers 

- ~rom tlie etfitors ana staff at * 
'11le 9{ationaf Ylppfe'Wor{q 'User: qrou~ 

•• ~ .. 

FRENCH GERMAN IT AllAN 

EuroWorks™ v2.0 
PORTUGUESE SPANISH 

EuroWorks v2.0 runs 50% faster; installs in 10 minutes· 
reprints without reprocessing; allows boldface, underline: 
superscript , and subscript; adds Portuguese; and more! 

Foreign word processor files may include every character 
on your American keyboard plus 13 French , 7 German, 10 
Italian, 13 Portuguese, or 10 Spanish : just two sensible 
keystrokes per foreign character. Eight new symbols for 
English too: just three strokes each! 

EuroWorks requires classic AppleWorks v2.0 or v2.1 USA 
and an Apple DMP, lmageWriter I or II , or Scribe; an 
MT85/86; or a Seikosha SP-1000AP printer. EuroWorks 
is compatible with, but does not require, the TimeOut™ 
series from Beagle Bros, Inc. 

French ... $24 Spanish ... $24 

ALL FIVE ... on one disk ••• $39 
USA, Canada, Mexico postpaid ; others add $3 

AppleWorks®, lmageWriter® by Apple Computer, Inc. 

Check, MO, Net-30 School PO, Visa, MC 

The S.A. AuTeur Co: A70 
~P.O. Box 7459 Beaverton, OR 97007 

~ (503) 645-2306 

SuperPatch 6.1 
Customize Apple Works 2.0, 2.1, and 3.0 

Adds clock, auto date stamping in DB and SS reports, 
MouseText, insert and overstrike cursors, reverses 
No/Yes queries, enhanced printer drivers for the 
lmageWriter I & II, Star Gemini, and Epson printers 
(2.x only), and many more. De-installs most patches 
too! Earlier versions of SuperPatch have been recom
mended by NAUG, Call • A.P.P.L.E., the Miami Her
ald, and A2-Central. Now includes printed manual 
and telephone support. 

$39.95 postpaid 
John Link 

3382 Sandra Drive 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49004 
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Three ways to grow 
a IIGS. 

Applied Engineering makes 
three different memory cards 
for the IIGS because every 
IIGS owner is different. Each 
card was designed to suit 
specific needs: 

GS- RAM:· Start with as little 1 as 256K of memory and grow 
in affordable 256K increments 

e to 1.5 MEG (an amount that 
once sounded large, but is now considered 
a moderate amount of memory expan
sion.) Incorporates 256K x 1 chips. 

GS-RAM w/256K $169 
1 MEG $319 

1.5 MEG $419 

2. 
GS- RAM Plus:· Expands from 
1 to 6 MEG in 1 MEG incre
ments. Originally designed 
for power-users requiring a 

great deal of internal memory, this card 
has recently found favor with many 
moderate users. MEG-sized jumps in 
memory have now become practical for 
many users because of the enormous 
memory requirements of today's software 
titles. Incorporates 1 MEG x 1 chips. 

GS- RAM Plus w I 1 MEG 
2 MEG 

3-6 MEG 

$379 
$579 
fALL 

3 GS-RAM Ultra· AE's newest 
memory card incorporates a 
new chip - the 256K x 4, 

• which has four times the 
density of 256K x 1 chips. GS-RAM Ultra 
offers incremental expansion like the GS
RAM and ultimate size like the GS-RAM 

Plus. It 's expandable from 256K to 4 MEG 
in 256K increments, so you can start 
small and still grow to a massive 4 
megabytes. 

GS-RAM Ultra 256K $229 
512K $279 

768K-4 MEG fALL 

We've also added ROM sockets to the 
GS-RAM Ultra. ROM sockets allow hard
ware-based applications to be loaded 
permanently into EPROMs .. . an increasing
ly important feature when applications 
become available from Applied Engineering 
and others. 

Consider your needs. 
Need a moderate amount of memory? 

GS- RAM lets you start small and takes 
you up to 1.5 MEG. Need lots of memory 
right away? GS- RAM Plus is your best 
bet. Want to start small and leave open 
the possibility of a huge internal memory? 
GS- RAM Ultra is your card. And our GS 
Expander'" piggyback card adds up to 2 
MEG to any of the three cards. Call AE 
for prices. 

Talk to us. 
Your decision should be based on 

anticipated maximum memory need arid 
growth path. Initially, it's less expensive to 
add 256K than 1 MEG, but buying a MEG 
at a time could save you money over the 
long haul. Call us. We'll be happy to 
discuss your particular applications. 

DMA compatibility. 
All three of our GS memory cards are 

fully DMA compatible (and they're the 
ONLY large-format cards that are), so 
they not only run all GS software, they 
also support cu11ent and future DMA 
peripherals. 

Installation couldn't be easier, the cards 
just plug in. And all three cards feature 
Applied Engineering's meticulous crafts
manship, along with our 5-year warranty, 
our 15-day money-back guarantee* and 
our American-made pride. 

Still more: 
Each of our GS memory cards comes 

with many other exclusive features, disk 
caching that tremendously speeds up 
many programs, including AppleWorks, by 
virtually eliminating disk access. Our 
diagnostic utility feature graphically 
detects the presence of bad or improperly 
installed chips and tests for CAS before 
RAS chips. And our AppleWorks enhance
ment package dramatically increases 
AppleWorks' word processor lines (from 
7,250 to 22,500), database records (from 
6,350 to 22,500), clipboard capacity (from 
255 lines to 2,042) and more. 

Order today! 
To order or for more information, see 

your dealer or call (214) 241-6060 today, 
9 am to 11 pm 7 days. Or send check or 
money order to Applied Engineering. 
MasterCard, VISA and C. 0. D. welcome. 
Texas residents add 7% sales tax. Add $10 
outside U.S.A 

APPLIED ENGINEERING® 
The Apple enhancement experts. 

A Division of AE Research Corporation. 

(214) 241-6060 
PO. Box 5100, Carrollton, TX 75011 

P,·ia-.· subject to change tl'illxmt notice_ Brand and product 
names are rcy.:il'lered trademarks of their m.peclit'e holders. 

•\\'hen purchased from Applied Engineering or thru a participating dealer 



How to Schedule Events 
with AppleWorks 

by Duane P. Smith 

This article describes how to integrate the AppleWorks data base and spreadsheet modules 
to help reserve concert seats. You can apply these techniques to plan any event where the 
demand for participation exceeds the supply of available space or tickets. 

Learning how to use Apple Works to solve every
day problems is a continuing challenge. Even 

after using Apple Works for several years, I still 
wake up with new inspirations to help me use this 
tool to solve yet another problem. The following is 
an example of such a phenomenon. 

The Problem 

One of my responsibilities at work is to schedule 
elementary school students to attend free concerts 
in the 2,400 seat Michigan State University Whar
ton Center for the Performing Arts. I send 
announcements of these concerts to approximately 
135 elementary schools in the area, and the 
requests for tickets far exceed the number we can 
supply. Therefore, I try to use a selection procedure 
that is fair to the schools that want to send students 
to these events. 

The easiest approach is to accept reservations on a 
first come, first served basis. However, announce
ments are sent by mail and school courier service, 
and are sent to schools that may be anywhere from 
one block to 60 miles from the Music Office. In addi
tion, schools return their "Request for Seating" forms 
by mail, ~ourier service, or in person. These variables 
make the first come, first served method inequitable, 
despite its simplicity and apparent fairness. 

In addition to keeping a record of the number of 
seats requested for each concert, I need to know how 
many students within my district need school bus 
transportation. I also need to give special considera
tion to those schools that I could not accept in the 
past because of seating or transportation limitations. 

The key to a workable system is keeping accurate 
records to insure that as many students as possible 
can attend one of the concerts I schedule each year. 

The Apple Works Solution 

I use an AppleWorks data base file with the 
addresses of all schools in this region; I send them 
flyers prepared with the Apple Works word proces
sor. The flyer contains a description of the concert, 
how to apply for seating and transportation, and a 
reservation form. When I receive a returned reser
vation form, I date-stamp the form and note the 
time it arrived and how it was delivered (walk-in, 
mail, or courier). I also assign a three-digit priority 
number to each request. One digit of that number 
represents how many times the school was turned 
down for the previous three concerts, the second 
digit indicates how many times they could not 
bring all their students because of lack of trans
portation, and the third digit reflects how many of 
the previous three concerts they wanted to attend. 

I enter this information into an Apple Works data 
base file that I establish for the current concert. 
Since I use a template to generate each new concert 
data base, every date base file has the same struc
ture. Thus, I can combine the file for the current 
concert into a cumulative data base file of all the 
concerts in the past five years. Figure 1 shows the 
single record layout screen for this file. 

How to Use the Template 

First, I issue an Apple-V command and set default 
entries for the CONCERT DATE and CONCERT 
TITLE categories. 
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When entering data, I type 
"WALK-IN", "MAIL", or 
"COURIER" in the RECEIVED 
VIA category. 

Figure 1: Entry Screen for Booking Concerts 

For now, I leave the REQUEST 
STATUS category blank; I enter 
either "ACCEPTED" or "WAIT
ING LIST" in that category after 
I determine if the school can 
send students to the concert. 

The "X" categories at the bottom 

File : MAR 13 

Record 1 of 1 

SCHOOL NAME : -
CONTACT PERSON : -

ADDRESS : -
CI TY: -

CONCERT DATE : -
NO. SEATS REQUESTED : -

DATE RC ' D: -
RECEIVED VIA: -

REQUEST STATUS : -

I NSERT NEW RECORDS Escap e : Review/ Add/Change 

PHONE NO . : -

STATE : - ZIP : -
CONCERT TITLE : -

NO. BUS REQUESTED : -
TIME RC ' D: -

PRIORITY NUMBER: -

of the screen are extra categories 
I use when I transfer data to the 
spreadsheet module. I will 

X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: - X: -

describe that process later in this article. 

While entering data, I keep the current concert file 
and cumulative file of all previous concerts on the 
desktop. I use the Apple-F command to find the 
history of concert attendance for each school and I 
use that data to assign a PRIORITY NUMBER for 
each request. Later, when I complete the file for the 
concert, I copy the contents of the current concert 
file to the clipboard and from there to the cumula
tive file for future reference. 

Once I receive and enter the applications, I use 
Apple Works to arrange the records in order based on 
the assigned priorities. I give the PRIORITY NO. the 
greatest weight, the DATE RC'D the second highest 
weight, and the TIME RC'D the least weight. So I 
issue an Apple-A command and arrange the records 
first by TIME RC'D, then by DATE RC'D, and 
finally, by PRIORITY NO. This puts the records in 
the correct order. [Ed: The Apple-A command in 
Apple Works 3 .0 lets you arrange the records by all 
three categories in one operation.} 

Now I set the cut-off point for the concert. To do that, 
I need a running calculation of the total number of 
students starting at the top of the list. That is, I need 
to know how many students are in the first school, 
the first two schools combined, the first three schools 
combined, and so on. Then I send acceptance notices 
to the schools with the first 2,400 students and put 
the remaining schools on a waiting list. 

Unfortunately, I cannot get running totals in the 
data base module; I must transfer the data into a 

spreadsheet to calculate the totals, so I will need 
both the data base and the spreadsheet file on the 
Apple Works desktop. 

The Spreadsheet Template 

I use a spreadsheet template called "CONCERT
BOOKING" to do the calculations and help deter
mine the cutoff point. Figure 2 depicts the spread
sheet template. This template includes the correct 
column widths, the headings, the necessary format
ting commands, and the three rows of text depict
ing the cutoff point. I will move this text to the cor
rect location once I establish a cutoff point. 

The template does not contain the formulas that 
calculate the cumulative totals. While I could put 
those formulas in the template and move them to 
the correct location after I transfer the data into this 
file, I find it easier to enter and copy the formulas 
after I transfer the data. 

Now I load the CONCERTBOOKING spreadsheet 
template on the AppleWorks desktop, issue an 
Apple-N command, and change the name to the 
date of the concert followed by the letters SS to 
differentiate the spreadsheet from the data base 
file. For example, the spreadsheet might be named 
"april 18.ss". 

Transferring Data to the Spreadsheet 

How I transfer the data into the spreadsheet 
depends on whether I'm using Apple Works 3.0 or 
an earlier version of Apple Works. 
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Apple Works Appliqation~~~ 

Figure 2: Spreadsheet Template 

LANSING SCHOOL DISTRICT 11 
21 
31 

MUSIC OFFICE 

41 CONCERT BOOKING FOR : 
51 
61 ISEAT ICUM . IBUS ICUM . I I RC ' D REQUEST 
7i IREQ . ITOT . IREQ . ITOT . IDATE TIME IPR . I VIA STATUS I 
81 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~1~~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~1 

91 

101 - - - --- - --- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
111 * * * * C U T 0 F F P 0 I N T * * * * 
121 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
131 
141 TOTAL NUMBER OF SEATS REQUESTED 
151 TOTAL NUMBER OF BUS SEATS REQUESTED 
161 
171 SEAT REQ . ~ No. of seats requested . 
181 CUM . TOT . ~The cumulative total of seats request e d . 
191 BUS REQ . The number of students needing bus transportation (Lansing students only ) . 
201 
211 
221 
231 
241 

CUM . TOT . The cumulative total of bus seats requested . 
RCPT . DATE The date we received the request . 
RCPT . TIME The time of day we received the request . 

PR ~ The priority number of this request . 
RC ' D VIA ~ The manner in which we received the request . 

Figure 3: Data Base Report Format 
Page 1 

08/20/89 
File : MARCH 13 

Report : SPREADSHEET 
SCHOOL NAME X NO . SEAT S X X X NO.BUS X X X DATE RC ' D. X TIME RC ' D X PRIORITY X RECEIVED VIA X REQUEST X 

ALL CITY CHOIR PARENTS 
ST . THERESE 
WINANS (WAVERLY ) 

50 
90 

2 81 

Apple Works 2.1 or earlier: If I use Apple Works 
2.1 or earlier and do not have the TimeOut Data 
Converter, I must use DIF files to transfer the data 
from the data base file to the spreadsheet. I follow 
these steps: 

1. I create a report format in the data base that 
matches the format in Figure 3. The "X's" rep
resent blank categories I include in the report; I 
will replace all but two of those blank cate
gories with vertical lines in the spreadsheet. I 
will replace one of the remaining categories 
with a column of formulas to calculate the 
cumulative count of students. I will replace 
another blank category with the cumulative 
count of students who need busses. 

2. I issue an Apple-P command and "print" the 
report to a DIF file on the disk. 

3. I return to the Main Menu, indicate I want to 
add a file to the desktop, and create a new 

MA RCH 13 
MARCH 15 
MARCH 15 

8: 00 A 
2 : 00 p 

2 : 00 p 

111 
342 
342 

WALK- IN 
MAIL 
MAIL 

ACCEPTED 
ACCEPTED 
ACCEPTED 

spreadsheet from that DIF file. The spreadsheet 
looks incorrect on the screen because the col
umn widths are wrong, but I don't bother refor
matting the columns; I will immediately trans
fer this data to another spreadsheet. 

4. I issue a Copy Command and copy the data to 
the clipboard. 

5. I issue an Apple-Q command and bring the 
spreadsheet template on the screen. 

6. Finally, I put the cursor in cell A9 and copy the 
data from the clipboard. Then I skip to the steps 
described in the section entitled "Finishing the 
Spreadsheet" later in this article. 

TimeOut Data Converter: If I have Apple Works 
2.0 or 2.1 and TimeOut Data Converter (the file 
TO.CLIPBOARD on many TimeOut disks), I can 
transfer data directly from the multiple record lay
out in the data base to the spreadsheet module. 
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Figure 4: Completed Spreadsheet 

11 
21 
31 
41 
51 
6 1 
71 
8 1 
91 

101 
111 
121 
131 
141 
151 
161 
171 
18 1 
191 
201 
2 11 
221 
231 
241 
251 

LANSING SCHOOL DISTRICT 
MUSIC OFFICE 

CONCERT BOOKING FOR: "KIDS KONCERT" , APR. 18' 1989 

I SEAT CUM. I BUS I CUM. I I RC ' D REQUEST I 
IREQ. TOT. IREQ . I TOT . I DATE TIME IPR. I VIA I STATUS I 

===========================!===== =====1===== 1=====1====== =======1===1=======1============1 
ALL CITY CHOIR PARENTS I 50 501 01 0 I Mar 13 8:00 A I 111 I WALK- IN I ACCEPTED I 
ST . THERESE I 90 140 1 01 0 I Mar 15 2 : 00 P l 3421 MAIL I ACCEPTED I 
WINANS (WAVERLY) I 281 421 1 01 0 I Mar 15 2:00 P l 3421 MAIL I ACCEPTED I 
WINDEMERE VIEW (WAVERLY) I 178 5991 01 0 I Mar 15 2 : 00 P l 3421 MAIL I ACCEPTED I 
LANSING CHRISTIAN I 47 6461 01 0 I Mar 16 2 :00 P l3 421 MAIL I ACCEPTED I 
GLENCAIRN (E. LANSING) I 145 7911 01 0 I Mar 16 2:00 Pl3421 MAIL ACCEPTED I 
NORTHWESTERN (EATON RAPIDS) I 90 88 11 01 0 I Mar 21 2:30 Pl3421 MAIL ACCEPTED I 
NORTH MIDDLE I 117 9981 1171 1171Mar 15 3 : 30 PI3431WALK-IN ACCEPTED I 
AVERI LL I 175 11731 1751 2921Mar 20 9 : 00 A 1343 1 COURIER ACCEPTED I 
NORTH ELEM . I 1151 12881 115 1 4071Mar 20 9 : 00 A I 34 31 COURIER ACCEPTED I 
LE WTON I 2781 15661 2781 6851Mar 20 9:00 A 1344 I COURIER ACCEPTED I 
WILLOW I 80 1 1646 1 751 7601Mar 21 10 :30 A 1344 I COURIER ACCEPTED I 
REO I 205 1 1851 1 2051 9651Mar 15 11:40 AI433 1WALK- IN ACCEPTED I 
CAVANAUGH I 2001 20511 2001 1165 1Mar 161 4 : 00 P 14331WALK- IN ACCEPTED I 
MAPLE GROVE I 1211 2172 1 1211 1286 1Mar 201 9 : 00 A 1434 I COURIER ACCEPTED I 
WILCOX I 991 22711 01 12861Mar 151 2 : 00 Pl4411 MAIL ACCEPTED I 
MT . HOPE I 2231 2494 1 01 12861Mar 16111 : 45 AI4411WALK- IN ACCEPTED I 

261 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------
27 1 * * * * C U T 0 F F P 0 I N T * * * * 
281 --------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
29 1 
301 
311 
321 
331 
341 
351 
361 
37 I 
381 
391 
401 
411 
421 
43 1 
44 1 
451 
461 
47 1 
481 
491 
501 
511 

GIER PARK 52 521 01 0 I Mar 201 9 : 00 AI4411COURIERIWAITING LIST I 
EUREKA CHRISTIAN 6 581 01 0 I Mar 14 I 1 :0 0 Pl4421 MAIL I WAITING LIST I 
FAIRVIEW 51 109 1 511 511 Mar 21110 : 30 A I4 421COURIER IWAITING LIST I 
WEXFORD 66 175 1 661 1171Mar 211 2 : 30 PI4421COURIERIWAITING LIST I 
CORCORAN (PERRY) 70 245 1 01 1171Mar 131 4 : 00 P I4421WALK- INIWAITING LIST I 
EASTMINSTER C.D . C. (EL) 27 2721 01 1171Mar 14 I 1:00 Pl4421 MAIL I WAITING LIST I 
LYONS 57 3291 571 1741Mar 161 8 : 00 AI4421COURIERIWAITING LIST I 
PERRY BAPTIST 30 3591 01 1741Mar 161 2:00 Pl4421 MAIL I WAITING LIST I 
FOREST VIEW 48 4071 01 1741Mar 201 9:00 AI442ICOURIERIWAITING LIST I 
BEEKMAN 25 4321 01 1741Mar 211 2 : 00 PI442ICOURIERIWAITING LIST I 
STS . PETER & PAUL 52 4841 01 1741Mar 151 2 : 00 Pl4431 MAIL I WAITING LIST I 

TOTAL NUMBER OF SEATS REQUESTED 2978 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BUS SEATS REQUESTED 1460 

SEAT REQ. = No. of seats requested . 
CUM . TOT. = The cumulative total of seats requested . 

BUS 
CUM. 

REQ. 
TOT. 

The number of students needing bus transportation (Lansing students only) . 
The cumu l ative total .of bus seats requested. 

RCPT . DATE 
RCPT. TI ME 

PR 
RC ' D VIA 

The date we received the request . 
The time of day we received the request . 
The priority number of this request . 
The manner in which we received the request . 

I follow these steps: 3. Unfortunately, the data is in the order in which I 
originally defined the categories, not in the 
order it appeared on the data base screen. So I 
read the data into a new spreadsheet, reorganize 
the columns in that spreadsheet, and copy the 
data to the clipboard 

1. I get into multiple record layout in the data base 
file and copy all the records to the clipboard. I 
do not bother formatting the display; Data Con
verter ignores the multiple record layout format. 

2. I invoke TimeOut and select Data Converter 
from the TimeOut Menu. Data Converter will 
convert the data base data on the clipboard into 
spreadsheet format. 

4. I go to the renamed spreadsheet template, put 
the cursor in cell C9, and copy the data from the 
clipboard. 
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Apple Works 3.0: If I have Apple Works 3.0, it's 
easy to transfer the data from the data base file into 
the spreadsheet. I follow these steps: 

1. I develop a multiple record layout format that 
matches the report format in Figure 3. 

2. I get the multiple record layout format on the 
screen and copy all the records onto the Apple
Works clipboard. 

3. I issue an Apple-Q command and switch to the 
renamed spreadsheet template. Then I put the 
cursor in cell A9 and copy the data from the 
clipboard. 

Finishing the Spreadsheet 

Once I have the data in the spreadsheet, I insert the 
vertical lines and formulas. Here is how: 

1. I copy the vertical line characters at the top of 
columns B, D, F, H, J, L, N, P, R, and T to the 
bottom of the spreadsheet. 

2. I enter the formula +C9 in cell E9 and the for
mula +09 in cell 19. 

3. I enter the formula +C10+E9 in cell ElO and 
the formula +G 10+ 19 in cell 110. 

4. I copy the formulas from cells ElO and 110 to 
all the cells in their respective columns making 
all references "relative". 

5. I use the Move Command to move the three 
lines of text containing the cutoff point indica
tor to the correct location in the spreadsheet. 

6. I type the label "ACCEPTED" in cell S9 and 
copy the text into the appropriate cells. 

7. I type the label "WAITING LIST" into column 
S immediately below the cutoff mark and copy 
the label into the remaining rows in the spread
sheet. 

Figure 4 depicts the completed spreadsheet. 

Then I print a copy of the spreadsheet and use the 
data base file to prepare pre-printed postcards to all 
the schools. I manually insert a checkmark on each 
card indicating whether the school was accepted 
for the concert or put on the waiting list. 

Conclusion 

While not many people have to book concerts, you 
can apply these techniques to any other task where 
the demand exceeds supply. These can be plays, 
athletic events, summer camp applications, orders 
for backordered merchandise, and waiting lists for 
teachers who want their classes to use the computer 
laboratory. 

[Duane P. Smith is the Music and Computer Edu
cation Coordinator for the Lansing (M'I) School 
District.] 

CHECK IT OUT 
A CURE FOR BILL PAYING 
HEADACHES ... Inside Appleworks 
a check like Interface permits entry of data 
plus financial and tax reporting. It prints 
any type personal, business or Quicken 
checks. Alpha Check loads through its 
own menu or Beagle Bros. timeOut system 
(Read about us in the May inCider pg. 48). 

Runs inside AppleWortts® 2.0. 2.1, 3.0 

Alpha Check Only sag. &5 
Plus $3.50 Shipping and handling 

ACTAsoft 
(818) 996·6731 or (818) 786-9760 

19700 Wells Dr., Woodland Hills, CA 91364 

Send $~:g5 + $2.~d s&h ($9:45 'Ibtal) 
CaliforniiiResidentsadd$.45 ($9.90 'Ibtal) 

···a i!CleFtwO 51/4" diskettes oi orie31/2" diskette. 

Short Order Publishing 
P.O. Box 5488 - Dept. C 

HaCiehda Heights, CA 917 45 
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How to Get Help with 
Beagle Bros Enhancements 

by Nanette Luoma 

E ach month, the Apple Works Forum lists the member-volunteers who offer technical support for Apple
Works products. This month's list identifies the volunteers who can answer questions about Beagle 

Bros enhancements for AppleWorks. Next month's issue will contain a list of members who offer help with 
other AppleWorks-compatible software. 

~.flf!9lfl ....... ~/''l.~ crry Home Wori< 

Delaware 
15 W. Henry Linton, Jr. Wilmington 302-478-3740 

How to Use This List Florida 
1-4, 7,8,10·12,14,15 Michael R. Childers Hollywood 305-966·54 75 305-624-2400 

Use this month's list to find help with Beagle Bros 1·5,7,8,10-12,14,15 Jeff Strichard Ft. Lauderdale 305-587-9590 
1-4,7,8,10-12,14,15 M i<e Ungerrnan Oviedo 407-366-0060 407-366-0156 

enhancements to Apple Works. To the left of each Illinois 
volunteer's name is one or more numbers indicat- 12,15 Mali< Baniak Pari< Ridge 312-825-6301 312-292-4116 

ing the enhancements that consultant supports. 1-3,8,12,14 Susan Husar Chicago 312-631-5884 
15 Bowen E. Schumacher Winnetka 312-501 -3314 

Volunteers are list~d alphabetically by state. Indiana 
1 = DeskTools 9 Report Writer 1-4,7-10,12,14,15 Kevin Gold Indianapolis 317-290-8948 317-543-7098 

2 DeskTools II 10 = SideSpread 8 Laura J. Kelley Gwynneville 317-763-7290 = 
3 = FileMaster 11 = SpreadTools Iowa 
4 = Graph 12 = Super Fonts 3,4,8,10,12,15 Keith M. King Ft. Madison 319-372-9521 

5 = as Font Editor 13 = TeleComm Kentucky 
6 = Point to Point 14 = Thesaurus 3,4,8,1(}12,15 Donald L. Corson Louisville 812-256-3517 502-4 73-3083 

7 = Power Pack 15 = UltraMacros Louisiana 
8 = QuickSpell 1,3,6-8,10,12-15 Charles Fryling, Jr Baton Rouge 504-766-3120 504-388-14 73 

City Horne 
Maryland 

Work 2-4,10,12,14,15 Raymond Greenberg Darnestown 301-330-4912 301-353-4959 
Arizona 1-3,7-10,12-15 Ben Maser Owings Mills 301-252-7884 301-887-0717 
1-4,7-15 Clay Evins Tucson 602-885-9789 602-296-5491 1-15 Ray L. Settle Arnold 301 -64 7-9192 301-887-0106 

California Massachusetts 
1,6,8,15 Dan Balsley San Ramon 415-829-5085 1-3,8,14 Donald McCabe Westport 401-294-6256 508-636-2611 
8,12,14,15 Brian Blue Danville 415-838-0997 415-954-6002 6,8,14 Chuck Scheffreen Marblehead 617-631-2787 617-728-7553 
3,12,15 Don Farrar Pleasant Hill 415-932-5509 15 Ed Stutsman Shutesbury 413-259-1217 
8 Jim Gentilucci Los Osos 805-528-5049 Michigan 1-12,14,15 Terence P. Higgins Hayward 415-887-7499 415-887-7499 
1-3,10 Lucien LaCour Woodland Hills 818-348-7787 4,6,8,1 0,14 Jim Anker Auburn Hills 313-391-0033 313-544-5344 
1-4,8,1(}12,14,15 Berenice Ma~by Corona del Mar714-640-7369 1,8,10,12,14,15 Pete Ross Wayne 313-728-8269 
1-3,5,7,8,10-12,14,15 Will Nelken San Rafael 415-459-0845 415-456-1795 8,14 Deborah Williams Grosse lie 313-671-0267 313-675-1550 
1-3 Jesus Orosco Milpitas 408-270-1 011 408-945-4344 Minnesota 
Colorado 1,8,12, 15 David Ernest Johnson Minneapolis 612-824-2728 612-824-2728 
1,8,14,15 Gary P. Armour LITtleton 303-933-9493 303-972-4665 3,4,15 Dick Kenfield Hopkins 612-938-4382 
8 John Lefebvre Thornton 303-451-5558 303-457-2852 Missouri 8,12, 14,1 5 John Loren Littleton 303-978-0603 
15 Dr. Larry Thaete Boulder 303-939-9072 303-492·2717 1-5,7,8,10-12,14,15 Whit Crowley Manchester 314-393-7955 

Connecticut Nebraska 
3,4, 7,8,1 (} 12,14,15 William Delaney Enfield 203-745-4048 203-749-8391 1-15 Jim Corbin Bellevue 402-291-7285 402-331-7312 
12 Martin Knight Middletown 203-348-9698 203-34 7-8594 1-3,7,8,10-12,14,15 Larry B. McEwen Hastings 402-483-2267 402-461-7550 
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.. 
City Home Work City Horne Work 

New Hampshire Texas 
1-3,7-12,14,15 Phil Kirkpatrick Keene 603-352-0640 6 Larry Jones El Paso 9t 5-533-3302 915-565-3016 

New Jersey 
1-3,7,8,14,15 Joseph Kline Lubbock 806-796-0829 

Vermont 1-4,6-15 Pete Crosta Nutley 201-677-4050 201-667-6369 

New Mexico 
3,7,8,14,15 Douglas C. Corey Middlebury 802-388-6209 802-388-4021 
4,8,10,12,15 Linda Metzke Concord 802-748-3298 802-626-9371 

1-4,7-12,14,15 George Willis Jr. Albuquerque 505-897-4886 505-883-9743 7,8,15 Debby Henning Sharon 414-736-9229 

New York Australia 
1 ,2,4,7,8,10-12,14, 15 Bob Beer Coram 516-928-6870 1-3,6,8,10,11 ,14,1 5 Dr. Jules S. Black Bondi Jctn. 612-327-7501 612-389-8881 

3,4,7,8, 10,14 David W. Gagnon Gowanda 716-532-4870 canada 3,4,7-12,15 Carlos M. Madan Morrisonville 518-562-0779 518-359-3322 
1-15 Larry Merow Sayville 516-567-0603 516-422-0315 1,2,7,8,12,15 Nick Van Helsdingen Tranquility Base604-296-3260 
1-5,7-12,14,15 James L. Nicoll Pittsford 716-381-9480 716-546-6732 1-3, 7,8, 10-12,14,15 Jean Guy Mariage Shannon 418-844-2932 418-844-5268 
8 Frances H. Snedeker Larchmont 914-834-3081 1-3,7,8, 12,14,15 Terry Price Schorrberg 416-939-8104 
1 ,3,4,6,8, 10,12,15 Terry Williamson Orchard Park 716-662-5104 716-873-9750 5,8,10,12 Robert Sutherland Toronto 416-465-2945 

North carolina Mexico 
3-5,7-10,12 Marc Apfelstadt Greensboro 919-282-1494 919-334-5970 1-4,6-15 Harve Thorn Mexico City 525-554-4283 525-516-7568 

Ohio New Zealand 
1-4,7,8, 10-12,14,15 Jason Chao Cleveland Hts. 216-321 -5451 216-844-3 791 7,8,12,15 H.P.H. Harrison Tau rang a 075-442-842 075-778-000 
4,8,14,15 Jason Fogt Lakeview 513-843-5779 
1-3,7,8, 10,11,15 Carman Greco St. Clairsville 614-695-5026 
1-4,7-11,14,15 Robert J. Netro Canton 216-4 77-3667 Classified Oregon 
1,3,4,7,8,10,12,14,15 Jim Emig Portland 503-771-1916 503-280-5666 
1,4,8 Dave Lomax Lake Oswego 503-636-7289 Famous Birthdays Data Base: What famous people share your 

Pennsylvania birthday? Over 6400 famous people, their birthdays, and what made 
them famous. You could sell the printouts. The printouts make nice 

1-3,5-15 Martin Friedman Broomall 215-353-2753 
additions to presents. Only $12.95- specify 5.25" or 3.5"- Benz 15 William D. Hall Philadelphia 215-824-1160 215-441 -0800 

1-3,7,8,14 Joel Perlish Havertown 215-789-7673 Computing, 38 Belton St., Stanhope, NJ 07874 (201) 347-6476 
15 Charles R. Schultes Jr. Lehighton 215-377-5169 215·377-6180 
1-15 Bruce Shanker Warminster 215-674-0118 
3,7-8,12,14,15 Hal Shapiro Eagleville 215-630-8936 215-922-0500 The Bible just in time for Christmas! KJV or NIV loads into 
Tennessee AW. 3.5 or 5.25, ASCIT text files need only 40K DT. Send $50 to: 
1-3,7 Bob Evridge Knoxville 615-693-8817 615·693-9242 For HIS CHURCH; PO Box 13141; Overland Park KS 66212 
6 Joel Goldman Nashville 615-352-3617 

Electronic Index 
Disk Update 

The list to the right contains the 

December 1989 update for 

NAUG's Electronic Index Disk. If 

you have more than 128K of 

RAM, enter the data into the file 

"Forum Index.AJJ". If you have a 

128K system, enter the data into 

the flle "Forum Index.lii". 

NAUG updates the Electronic 

Index Disk monthly. You can 

order the latest version from the 

NAUG Public Domain Library 

($4 per disk; $2 postage per order) 

or download the latest version of 

the file from the NAUG bulletin 

board, (313) 482-8090, or the 

NAUG area on CompuServe. 

AppleWorks Forum 

Electronic Index Disk December 1989 Update 
Enter the default values for these categories: Volume II: 4 • Issue 1#:12 • Date: Dec 89 

Enter the rest of the data in the following order: Type • Page ·Title • Author • Keywords 

Letters • 2 • Can't Configure Apple Works 3.0 • DuClos, Roger • AppleWorks 3.0; TimeOut; UltraMacros; QuickSpell 

Letters • 2 • Proportional Fonts and Full Justification Revisited • Katz, Bernard • printing; printers; printing effects; Image Writer 

Apple Works News· 3 • New Products from Applied Engineering and Beagle Bros. • N/A • PC Transporter; AW 3.0 Companion; 
Beagle Bros; Applied Engineering 

AppleWorks 3.0 Primer• 5 • Hints and Ideas for the Spell Checker • Williams, Warren • Apple Works 3.0; RAM disks; spelling 
checkers; Ram Factor; Ram Works; SpeiiCopy 

Apple Works Applications • 7 • How to Add Graphics to Documents with SuperFonts • Takayesu, Donna • SuperFonts; printing; 
Print Shop; graplhics 

Apple Works News· 10 • New Products from JEM Software • N/A • SpeiiCopy; DoubleData; FlexiCal; Mr. Invoice; JEM Software 

Novice Notes· 11 ·How to Get Started with the Data Base Module- Part 2 • Merritt, Cathleen • data bases; arrange; sorting; 
record selections 

Novice Notes • 15 • Comparison of Apple-F and Apple-R • Merritt, Cathleen • data bases; arrange; sorting; record selections 

Advanced Techniques • 18 • AppleWorks and the LaserWriter: An Advanced Discussion- Part 3 • Link, John; Williams, Warren 
• LaserWriter; printing; printing effects 

Advanced Techniques • 21 • How to Use an lmageWriterwith Enhanced AppleWorks • Link, John; Williams, Warren • Laser
Writer; printing; printing effects 

AppleWorks GS • 24 • Clans Releases Significant Upgrade to AppleWorks GS • N/A • Apple Works GS; upgrades; Claris; news 

Public Domain Update • 24 • AppleWorks GS Disks in NAUG's Library· N/A • AppleWorks GS; Public Domain 

Macro Primer • 25 • How to Debug Your Macros • Munz, Mark • UltraMacros; macros 

AppleWorks Applications • 2g • How to Schedule Events with AppleWorks • Smith, Duane· data bases; spreadsheets; clipboard 

Members Helping Members • 34 • How to Get Help with Beagle Bros Enhancements· Luoma, Nanette· Special Programs; 
Beagle Bros; UltraMacros; SuperFonts; TimeOut 

New Key Words: AW 3.0 Companion; SpeiiCopy; DoubleData; FlexiCal ; Mr. Invoice; graphics 
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Member NQ, if renewing ___________________ _ 
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Circle all which apply: 

The Apple Works Forum 
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2nd Class postage to United States) 

Special Postage Options 
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TIME VALUE MATERIAL 

The Apple Works Forum consists entirely of materials contribut
ed by NAUG members. The Apple Works Forum publishes three 
types of member contributions: 

1. Letters: A letter, written to the Editor, that asks or answers a 
question, shares an idea, or makes a statement. 

2. Notes: A note is a brief article or Quick Tip about a single 
theme. 

3. Articles: Articles are generally five to ten double-spaced pages 
long. Members whose articles are published in the Apple Works 
Forum, receive a one-year extension to their NAUG membership. 

How to Submit Articles to the AppleWorks Forum 

1. Send paper copies of letters. 
2. If possible, send both paper and disk copies of notes and arti

cles. If you do not submit a printed copy, please include a note 
describing what is on the disk. All submissions become the 
property of NAUG. 

3. All submissions to the Apple Works Forum should include 
your name, address, and telephone number. We will cite you 
as the author of the letter, note, or article, but will not include 
your address or telephone number unless you specifically 
request that those be published. The Editor will make any nec
essary editorial changes to your submission. Mail your sub
mission to: Cathleen Merritt, Editor; Apple Works Forum; 
Box 87453; Canton, MI 48187. 

Please make the following corrections to your back issues: 

November 1989; page 30; step 11 
Change line 784 to read: 
/Palatino-Roman/My-Times-Roman Times Vectors ReEncodeSmall 

November 1989; page 23; last complete paragraph 
Delete the first two sentences that describe <keyto>. Also delete the 
word "then" at the beginning of the third sentence. 
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